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EXPLOSION SHAKES MATINICUS

A Year of Amazing Progress
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Lionism Is Launched In Warren

Dynamite Wrecks Well Digger and Damages
House Owned By Dorian Ames '

i

Leaders in the centennial fund drive of Littlefl id Memorial Baptist Church who were able last night
to announce that the drive had gone over the top. Left to right are, Rev. John Barker, pastor of the church;
Ronald Lord, financial chairman; Carroll Wixson, collector of the drive and treasurer Harry P. Chase. The
sign they hold shows a fund total of $1,510.85.

Note Of Victory Was Sounded At the Little Took Fifteen Minutes
field Memorial Church Last Night
For South Thomaston Voters
There was a note of victory
sounded at the Littlefield Memor
ial Baptist Church last night as a
vestry-packed crowd listened to
reports that showed amazing pro
gress for the year, both spiritually
and financially.
The climax of the evening came
after the showing of the film "God
Is My Landlord” when the an
nouncement was made of the re
sults of the Centennial Campaign
Fund.
Stories have been told of boy?
and girls who have made real sac
rifices in order that the goal set by
the church of $1400 by May 2d
might be met. One little boy gave
the award that he had earned for
faithful attendance at the church
services over a three-month per
iod.
Other boys and girls brought
pennies, nickels and quarters that
they had been saving for persona;
use. Men and women gave sacrificially, so that while no pledges
were large, there was a gift from
all the members of the church
which made possible an amazing
attainment of the desired goal.
PUBLIC

BAKED BEAN SUPPER
K. P. HALL THOMASTON

Saturday May 5—6 to 7
PRICE 65c

GAME PARTY AT 7.30

A heart warming burst of ap
plause greeted the announcement
made by Ronald G. Lord, chair
man of the Finance Committee
when he stated that the gifts and
hard work of so many had re
sulted in a total giving at the end
of the two week drive of $1510.85
a large portion of which is already
in hand in cash payments.
Work has already begun on the
building program for which this
money has been raised, and is ex
pected to be finished by the first
of July.

. A Lone Draftee
Dorr Of Clark Island Only
Knox County Man Enter
ing Service This Month
The Knox County Selective Ser
vice Board has one lone draftee go
ng into ser. ice this month. Tal
bot Aldrich Dorr, 20. of Clark
Island is to report to Fort Williams I
Monday for instruction into the
Army the following day.
Dorr is one of several whose in
duction orders were cancelled last
month when Knox County's quota
for the month was reduced sharply
by state headquarters.
Clerk of the board, Mrs. Vivian
Fisher, states that to date no no
tice as to the number of men the
county will be required to supply
in June has been received.

TRY OUR HOME-MADE BANANA SPLITS
EDGAR A. AMES FARM
/CE

U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
For velvety rich, full flavored Ice Cream,
made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
Serving daily, Inc. Sunday, 10 A. M.-10 P. M.

MOTHER’S DAY...
GIVE HER THE JOYS OF

•Mea/MU?/
j,*-

If your Mother has a hearing impair
ment, you cannot give her a finer gift
than the tiny new Zenith "Royal” or
extra-powerful Zenith "Super-Royal”
Hearing Aid.
Choose either model, take it with
you and surprise her on Mother’s Day
— Zenith Aids are ready to wear! 10-day
return privilege assures complete
satisfaction.

Take Five To Court
Three Will Answer To a
Charge Of Larceny; Two
As Accessories
Sheriff Willard Pease will take
five Rockland men to Municipal
Court hearing this morning on
charges arising from an alleged
break at the Pleasant Gardens
store of Alden Tyler on April 15.
Charged with breaking, entering
and larceny in the night time are
Donald Peters of Front, street;
Clarence Peters of 2 Trinity street
and Robert Myers of 4 Rankin
street. The trio is charged with
the theft of four cases of beer
Charged with being accessories
to the act of the trio are John
Nystrom of Winter street and Da
vid Estabrook of Railroad Avenue.
The arresting officers were Sher
iff Pease, Deputy Robert Pendleton
and Chief of Police Bernard
Thompson.

In Superior Court

Answering to five indictments land. long a leader of the Aux
against her Mrs. Blythe Perry of iliary of Winslow-Holbrook-MerRockland retracted her former rltt Post, American Legion, and
plea of innocent to one which the unit's past president, is seek
ing a State-Auxiliary office.
charged her with the embezzlement
The Maine Legionnaire. State
of $367 from the H. H. Crie Hard wide publication of the Legion, an
ware
Company,
and
pleaded nounced her candidacy for the post
"guilty.” A plea of “nolo” was of department historian in a Page
entered in the other four cases
one story Wednesday.
Justice Tirrell said: "This court
Mrs. Dinsmore’s record of Aux
is of the opinion that the matter iliary service extends back 15 years
ought to be continued for sentence and includes service in many
until the next term of court. Not offices, the record which follows:
because the court feels this girl
Unit, second vice president, first
should net be punished—it isn’t vice president, president, secre
for me to say whether she should tary, nine years membership chair
be. or not, at this time—tout for the man, poppy chairman and active in
sake of the child that is unborn. all Unit projects. Council and Dis
“I think I should use my judg trict; President, two years, secre
ment and discretion as to the ef tary and treasurer four years.
fect it might have on that child to Department, vice president, two
be born in a penal institution and years, member of Child Welfare
for that reason, only, I am con Committee, Community Service
tinuing it finally until the No chairman, Pan-American chairman,
vember term.”
and at present Junior Activities.
The grand jury had a short
The entry of Mrs. Dinsmore into
session in which it returned the the competition for the State office
following indictments;
I was endorsed by the present offi
State vs. Charles E. Harriman cers of the Auxiliary with the fol
of Friendship and Emery- Adelbert lowing statement.
Niles of Rockland, charged with
"We deem it an honor to recom
breaking, entering and larceny in mend Mrs. Dinsmore for your con
the night time.
sideration and, if elected, we are
State vs. James Arthur Bean of sure she will live up to our faith
Thomaston, two indictments charg in her ability and gi’e her best in
ing indecent liberties and one in service to the American Legion
dictment charging indecent ex Auxiliary,” says United President
posure.
Clara Kelsey, and Past Presidents
Naturalization cases were in or Mary Haskell and Annie Alcen.
der for this forenoon’s session.
For social items In The Courier
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette Gazette. Phone 1044. City
t'

CARD PARTY
AND STYLE SHOW
FRIDAY, MAY 4—AT 7.30 P. M.

Paris, France, will hold a
'.her Week” Exposition in
tember.

Seeks Slate Office

Mrs. Perry Pleads “Guilty” Mrs. Mary Dinsmore Would
To Embezzlement Indict
Like To Be Department
ment and “Nolo” in
Historian
Four Other Cases
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore of Rock

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
(Benefit Band Parents’ Club!

AN OPPORTUNITY
With the high prices and
probably rationing of meats, gointo business for yourself. Why
take orders from a boss?

FOR SALE
An old established
FISH MARKET

A LITTLE

with modern equipment, nowdoing business.
Includes 1948
Dodge panel truck for route
work. Everything to work with,
flood location, good reason for
selling.

"SEEDY? "
You

should, because now is the time to start putting

your garden into form and we are

Headband and Bone Conduction Devices Available at Mod
erate Extra Cott

Arthur S. Smalley
235 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
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The Warren Lions Club now has 22 members anti is last growing under the guidance ol' the Rockland
Lions Club and the support of tile Camden Group as well. At the second meeting of the group last night at
White Oak Grange hall, both Rockland and Camden delegations were present te help the new group under
King Lion Alden Johnston on its way. Left to right, seated, are Keith Goldsmith, Rockland King Lion, and
Alden Johnston, head of the infant club. Standing are. Vernal Wallace, secretary; Paul Dillaway, vice presi
dent; Miles Leach, treasurer, all of Warren, and King Lion Charles Lowe of Camden. A baked ham dinner
was served bv the ladies of the Welfare Committee of White Oak Grange.

To Speak Here

HEARING
AIDS

Woodruff! Northrup King! Mandeville!
Hawkins!
GET YOUR PEAS IN NOW!

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.
441 MAIN STREET.

HUSTON-TUTTLE ROCKLAND,
BOOK CO.
MAINE
53*55

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RENT OUR
FLOOR SANDER, EDGER, POLISHER. PAPER STEAMER
OR PAINT SPRAYER.
WE OPEN AT 7.00 A. M.

District Meeting

THE BLACK CAT
By the Roving Reporter

Rebekahs Of 16th To Meet
In Camden: Puritan. Ocean
Bound and Miriam To
Confer

Im
nlj '■• sterday '.hat oldfashioned bank notes were in exist
ence, but a Rockland man who
undertook to pass one of the old
five-dollar bills yesterday found
that they were unknown to the
present generation.
The clerk
looked at the cust mer with faintly
veiled suspician.
—o- Of course everybody knows the
meaning of the word "Courier,’
bu: how many could define the
word Gazette”, which forms the
other half of our newspaper title.
Most authorities trace the origin
of this word back to he middle
of the 16th century when the Ven
etians were at war with Soliman
II of Turkey. At that time the first
Venetian newspapers made their
appearance. Since many of the
people could not read in those days,
public readings were held at cer
tain places which could be attend
ed by the people for the fee of one
gazetta. from whence came the
word gazette.

The District meeting of the Re
bekah Lodges in District No. 16 will
be held Friday afternoon and eve
ning May 11 with Maiden Cliff
Lodge of Camden as hostess. Mrs.
Addie Brown of Rockland. District
Deputy President will be in charge
and Mrs. Mae McFarland of Bar
Harbor. President of the Rebekah
Assembly and other Assembly of
ficers are expected to be present.
During the afternoon demonstra
tions of the work will be given by
members of Maiden Cliff Lodge of
Camden, Puritan Lodge of Ten
ant’s Harbor and Ocean Bound
Lodge of Vinalhaven. A question
Stanley
Rev. Curtis
and answer period will be held.
Supper will be served by Maiden
During his p?.sorate at the
Rockland Church of the Naz Cliff Lodge followed by a memo
arene Rev. Curtis I. Stanley rial service by the hostess lodge.
At the evening meeting, the Re
made a host of friends and ad
mirers with his sincereity and bekah degree will be exemplified
great speaking ability. They wil! ! by Miriam Rebekah Lodge of Rock- immense
and
dignified—Zion’s
have opportunity to hear him j land which will also put on the Herald and Mr. Buck, 119 years ol
again this coming Sunday when tableaux and the drill.
publication beh-nd
his friendly
he will preach at 2.30 p. m., and
desk—high backed chairs and big
7.30 p. m., at the Rockland
bare table—Mr. Page is in Flo
Church at Maverick Square.
rida; where can we reach you
Kenneth Cassens Gives “The please?
The secretary
at Houghton
•Hub” a Quick But Com Mifflin
looked dubious until she
prehensive Once Over
saw my credentials, then she hit
Enjoyed By Daughters Of
elevator like a rocket. Talking
Boston. April 18
St. Bernard’s: Fr. Gou- I The changing kaleidoscope ot an
at the top Boston level in five min
dreau Guest Speaker
Globe’s dingy
1 Boston—a carefully pretty girl on utes—the Boston
pile
of
stone
—
carbon
black of soot
the
Cambridge-bound
train,
nose
The Daughters of St, Bernard's
enjoyed ' a covered dish supper a bit forward, lips orange—and eyes outside, same ingredient in print
er's ink inside—everybody .here
Tuesday night in the Parish Hall. a startling, limpid blue when she
knows Frank Winslow, asking about
4fter the supper a business meet lifts her mascara laden lids. A
his accident, happy to know he’s
1
much
younger
lass
in
the
immense
ing was held with Mrs Domenic
•
ii— John Rich
Cuccinello presiding. Two projects dignity of a confirmation veil— ;n di
ardson too, known by at least ev
once
her
mother's
by
the
look
—
were voted on, the first to buy vest
ery other man.
ments for the church, the second placidly chewing gum.
The Post—Joe
Harrington Is
Some
very
nice
editors.
Mr.
Ol

to raise money for the bond tax.
It was voted to have a card party ney knows my agent—Mr. Thorn- back—"Kenneth Ca^ens of Rock
May 24 with Mrs Walter Smith as ! hill, Jr., wants to know if he will land, Me, you won't remember
chairman. It was voted to honor j get a look at my novel. A penciled me...... ” "How’s the clergy busi(Continued on Page Six)
the Catholic graduates at a com hasty note to my literary agent
munion breakfast June 3. It also mailed in a slot that whisks it
was voted on for the Daughters to | away behind glass—30 people in
attend communion in a body on three days; a big clutch of eggs—
Mother’s Day. The rest of the eve will they hatch, I wonder?
Stone lions
guarding a bank,
ning was spent making cancer

Boston Vignettes

Covered Dish Supper

REPORT UNTRUE

bandages. Rev. Fr George Gou
dreau was a special guest.
Mrs. Mary Gardner was Chair
man of the supper assisted by the
following committee: Mrs. George

Public Slipper
ST GEORGE
GP« ANGE HALL

Hyland. Mrs. Leon White. Mrs. Ed, ward Manseau, Mrs Phillip Le: deaux. Mrs. Walter Smith. Mrs.
Paul Plourd, Miss Elizabeth Robishaw. Mrs. Albert Mills. Mrs. Clin
ton Robinson, Mrs. Joseph Pietroski,
Mrs Helen Lawrence. Mrs. George
Robishaw, Mrs. Herman Carr. Mrs.
Rowland Seavey.

A report is abroad that
we have sold our busiess
to a competitor. This is
definitely not a fact. We
are in business to stay.

GEORGE W. WOOD
WOOD S TAXI

ERIDAY, MAY 4—5.30 to 7.30
BAKED BEANS AND
COVERED DISHES
Adults 50c — Children 25c

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FINEST SEEDS

Authorized ZENITH Dealer

408 MAIN STREET,

Voters of
South Thomaston
straightened out the status of their
town officers to the satisfaction of
the State last night. Fifteen vo
ters took just 15 minutes to right;
the records and start the town ou.
properly for the coming year.
The technicality arose from a
shift in terms of selectmen from
the 1950 to the 1951 town meeting
In '50. the town voted, three se
lectmen into office under the stag
gered term system. This gave one
a three year term, another a two
year term and the third a single
year. This system called for one
man to be elected each year for a
three year term.
Last March, one man was elected
for a one year term; throwing the
system out of balance, according
to the State election officials.
Last night, the situation was cor.
rected and Willard Brown, who had
been previously elected for the one
year term, was elected to a full
three year term as required.
Moderator of the meeting was
George Roberts.

Do you feel a bit seedy these days?

By the Makers of World-Famous
Zenith Radios ond Television Sets ,

tEN!TH

To Correct Irregularities
At Regular Town
Meeting

Death passed over four-year-old mite was unknown to the driller
Maxwell Ames of Matinicus Tues who arrived Tuesday.
The home of Dorian Ames sufday afternoon as an accidental ex
| (fered considerable damage from
plosion of dynamite ripped a well- i the blast. It is reported that the
drilling rig apart and damaged a j clapboards on the side of the home
house.
were ripped off in places and much
The lad was playing within a few damage done about the eaves of
feet of a well-drilling unit owned the building. Inside, plaster wa
by Steele & Hodekins cf Auburn shattered and studding of the wa?.
when the explosion took place. I moved inward.
Cause of the explosion is not
The home of Lavon Ames, Jr.
known. Other than being fright about 40 feet away, did not suffer
ened and momentarily deafened, in the blast. The little bey wa the lad went through the experi playing in the space between the
ence unscathed.
two homes.
Horace Young. Matinicus store
Out at sea, Dorian Ames heart
keeper. said Wednesday that the the explosion, which rocked several
Auburn firm was drilling a well homes on the island and broke
within six feet of the heme of wincow glass. He called the Coast
Dorian Ames when the accident Guard at Whitehead to determine
occurred.
what had occurred. Through the
A. B. Hodgkins, member of the Coast Guard’s telephone lines onto
firm, had arrived on the morning the island, it was learned what hat
boat from Rockland and had start happened and Ames was in turn
ed drilling shortly after 1 p. m. notified by radio.
He had shut down the rig due to
The drilling company has sunk
some minor trouble and was down several wells on the island in the
to the docks in a search for some past year, ranging in depth from
replacement part for the mechan 35 to 120 feet.
ism when the explosion occurred.
Mrs. Ames was away from the
As near as can be determined, home at the time of the explosion,
two or more sticks of dynamite being down to Young's store from
were stored in a tool kit near the where she heard the explosion.
drilling rig. They had been left
The drilling rig is considered a
there presumably by another mem los Even though the derrick still
ber of the firm, who has been drill stands, the operating mechanism
ing wells on the island for the past is badly damaged, island sources
year. The presence of the dyna say.

OPENING!

THE LOBSTER POUND
RESTAURANT

RUMMAGE SALE

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH, U. S. ROUTE 1

SATURDAY. MAY 5—10.C0 A. M.

OPENING SUNDAY, MAY 13

Former Nadeau Restaurant Store

DINNER 11.30 A M.-8.3C P. M.

Foot of Park Street. Rockland

Parties and Banquets Accommodated

Benefit Educational Club Scholarship Fund

TELEPHONE LINCOLNVILLE 1-5
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Told Of MacArthur
Commander Akers, late Of
the Cruiser Nashville,
Tells Of the General’s
Presence Aboard
One of the most active and valued
members of the Rockland Lions
Club is Lieut Commander Jasper
D. Akers. USN (ret.1. He served
during World War 2 on the cruiser
Nashville, the warship on which
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, made his
famous return to the Philippine
Islands.
Commander Aker's address Wed
nesday was woven around the pres
ence of Gen. MacArthur on that
war craft, eliminating practically
everything of a personal nature.
The speaker also ignored all po
litical measures from his discussion,
preferring to leave the situation
to the hearing which has its be
ginning in Washington today. A
Southerner, himself, he could not
refrain from likening Gen McAr
thur to Gen. Stonewall Jackson
and Gen. Robert E. Lee—and
coming North, to Gen Ulysses S
Grant
"I believe he is doing everything
in what he considers the be~t nterests of his country: and I be
lieve the Administration may be
actuated by the same purpose," he
said.
Commander Akers narrated some
of Gen. MacArthur s experiences
aboard the Nashville, and told of
the dismay which the General and
the ship’s officers experienced
when one night the radio an
nounced that the General was
aboard the Nashville.
Within a very brief ]>eriod
thereafter Japanese planes were
hovering over the ships in the
American fleet and when Gen
MacArthur went ashore a sniper's
bullet went close to him. The
General's companions "hit the
dust." but Gen. MacArthur, ap
parently undisturbed. remained
erect.
Commander Akers read from
sundry letters and publications, and
exhibited with unaffected pleasure
the original letter in which Gen.
MacArthur thanked the officers of
the Nashville for the courtesies he
had received on board.

GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs Charles Hare. Sr.,
spent Sunday with their son,
Charles Hare. Jr., iin Rockland,
celebrating Charles Sr.’s birthday.
Refreshments of ice cream and two
birthday cakes were served- A
jolly time was enjoyed by all
Mr. and Mrs Everett Baum and
son. Richard of South Thomaston
were guests of Mr and Mrs.
Charles Hare Saturday
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Vose and

"AIR FORCE RESERVE
BULLETIN”
All members of the Air Force
Reserve are urged to attend the
regular meeting Thursday night
May 3 at the Municipal Airport in
Rockland Sgt O'Brien of Head
quarters in Bangor, will be there to
give the latest information per
taining to volunteer reservists.
Coffee and doughnuts will be served.
AU veterans, regardless of branch of
service, are eligible to join the Air
Force Reserve. "Help Keep America
Strong” Sign up any Thursday
night at 7.30
52*53

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

(EDITORIAL]
TO HALT ORGANIZED CRIME

Declaring that organized crime has reached such a broad
scope that it threatens to undermine the American way of
living, the Senate Crime Investigating Committee has issued
a scathing bill of particulars and made 22 recommendations
for curbing it at a federal level. And against whom is the
scathing denouncement made, the underworld racketeers?
On the contrary it is aimed at men in high places, such,
for instance, as former Mayor O'Dwyer of New York, who
continues to serve as Ambassador to Mexico: and two of the
Nations Governors, Warren of Florida and Smith of Missouri.
The report charged that Ambassador O'Dwyer "impeded
promising investigations" into New York City rackets and
contributed to the growth of gangsterism and organized crime.
Gov. Dewey of New Yoik is criticised for the failure to stop
gambling at Saratoga.
Seven of the Crime Committee's recommendations are
"hints" to State and local governments and classified as
follows:
1. State committees to make a thoroghgoing investiga
tion of organized crime.
2. Gland jury investigations in every community in
which wide-open gambling and racketeering conditions exist
3. A survey in each State to make sure there is com
plete ro-operation among law enforcement agencies and no
buck-passing.
4. Organization of special rackets squads in the States
5 Suffer sentences for "offenders engaged in criminal
activities connected with organized crime."
6 Establishments which allow gambling should be de
prived of their liquor or other licenses.
7. A citizens’ crime commission to keep tabs on the
local situation in each large community.
The 15 iecommendations for federal action are all vital,
but special significance attaches to the first three:
1 Congress should continue the present committee "for
a limited time" to keep a check on organized crime in inter
state commerce.
2. The Justice Department should set up a special
rackets squad.
3 A three-member Federal crime commission should be
set up to continue the work of the crime committee.
OUR SCHOOL MUSICIANS

Hundreds of pedestrians and shoppers who witnessed
the early afternoon parade of the four Knox County High
School bands, Tuesday, thrilled with pride at the fine show
ing made by the young musicians, some of whom were in
their very early teens and barely large enough to tote the in
struments. They made a spectacular appearance in their
colorful uniforms, marched in orderly fashion, and played
very creditably.
HE SUCCEEDS VANDENBERG

New prestige comes to Maine's senior Senator Owen
Brewster who has been named to succeed the late Senator
Vandenberg on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Democrats were split on the matter, and had the power to
reduce Republican representation on the committee, but
sueh is the Maine solor.'s prestige in foreign policy matters
that it was deemed 'o award him the seat, where, it goes
without saying, he will serve with credit to the nation, and
his own state.
daghter. Caralom of Ramsey, N. J.
were guests of Mr and Mrs. E. B
Hall Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black spent
the weekend in Portsmouth, N.
H. with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Crowell. Their grandson. Bruce
Crowell, returned home with them
after a week’s visit here with his
grandparents.
Miss Agnes Studley of San Diego,
Calif. is visiting with her brother.
Charles Studley. after an absence
of several years. She is a nurse

at a hospital in San Diego.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wincapaw
and son. Robert cf Thomaston were
supper guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw.
Mrs. Charles E. Gregory spent
the das- in Camden Monday with
George B. Small and family.
Mrs. Granville Shibles of West
brook has been guest of her father,
Fred Gregory, the past week.

A London firm offers plastic
dolls’ eyes, with or without lashes

Our cars are thoroughly
reconditioned and each
represents a sound de
pendable value at the
price quoted. See us be
fore you buy.

A good

place to

buy, sell, trade or service
your car.

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

Again Be the Umpire In Chief

—Other Legislative Doings

Less than half of the people in
this country know a single one of
the seven danger signals of can
cer, according to the Maine Can
cer Society.
Yet. to guard against cancer, the
Society warns, everyone should
know all oi the early symptoms of
cancer and see a doctor immedi
ately when a danger signal appears
The Society urges everyone to
read and learn the-e seven danger
signals of cancer:
Any sore that does not heal.
A lump or thickening in the
breast or elsewhere.
Unusual bleeding or discharge.
Any change in a wart or mole.
Persistent indigestion or diffi
culty in swallowing.
Persistent hoarseness or cough
Any change in normal bowel
habits.

Here Are Seven Danger Sig
nals Of the Dreaded
Season Opens Sunday, June 3—“Wink” Will Senator Sleeper Voted For Sales Tax Measure
Cancer

Bo bDean will manage this aggre
(By Bob Mayo)
Second thoughts on the first gation.
Wink was named as umpire-ingame—Jimmy Belknap takes the
loop pitching lead with two vic chief for the year and those wish
tories; five runs in 15 innings is ing employment in the umpiring
pretty good going in the K-L.—
game should write league secretary
Al Bennett hurled a smart game
at Thomastcn: no one got a good William Babtock in Wa'doborc
piece of the ball after the fifth and he will present the applications
inning. He is faster then last year to the board of directors. Applica
and was crossing up the Thomas tions are already in from Austin
ton batters often—Jimmy Hall not Kinney, Chummy Gray, and George
only lost the game but his new Reed. Waldoboro was given the
pants also; he ripped them in a Newcastle territory with no strings
fruitless slide He walked the firs’ attached after considerable dis
three to face him in the third cussion. All the team- were repre
then struck out :he next three—he sented at the meeting except St
didn t do anything spetacular but George.
• • • •
I liked the way Paul Christie
Schedule of games for Thursday
handled himself.
finds Boothbay Harbor at Rock
Red Demmons is the only player land; Thomaston at Lincoln Acad
in the league batting 1.000; five emy. Waldoboro at Camden in the
for five—after seeing that ninth K-L. Rockport is at St. George in
inning I'm beginning to think that •he little Knox league. Principal
maybe girl's softball isn’t so bad Hunnewell said Wednesday that
after all—they must have short the field there is playable but fai
fences at Boothbay; four homers from perfect, Dick Baum is ex
there in two games—Clyde Hatch pected to go for the Tigers against
signed by the Clippers. He wamurdering the ball in practice on
Sunday.
Clippers trying to arrange a
game next Sunday with the Rock
ets as warm weather gets eveiycne in a baseball mood—several ol
the Clipper- think Sumner Ware:
is the best of the Thomaston High
prospects—don't sell those Tiger
short. I still claim they are plenty
of ball team; they won’t run into
another game as well pitched aBelknap’s for a long time and the
loss will take care ol any swelling
in heads—I don’t mind so much
that Ed Mayo got my by-line, but
if they ever give it to Jim I'll quit
He and I get mixed up enough as
it is.—
• • • •
For the first time
Rockland Highs '.rack team ha
in smart
il's first meet Friday at Brunswick.
Some of the outstanding Tiger
the sensational
on whom coach Larry Plummei
will depend for points are: Fran
cis Cassidy in the mile He is go
REG T M.
ing the distance in a little ove,
<^/zW'shirl
five minutes now and is being
coached by that old pro. Bren >
Mazzeo; Ronnie Marsh in the 220
with the
and quarter mile; Billy Pease hall
mile; Justin Cross the 100. high
soft collar that
and low hurdles, 220, broad anu
high jumps iwhewl); Dave Ramsdell 100, high and low hurdles
pole vault, high and broad jump,
and discus (phew again;) Tim Bar
,L
ton high jump, he is already over
five feet; Rollie Kenniston weights,
discus, short put and javelin: Lar
ry Bell short put and discus: Peter
Alex pole vault and short put; Ed- | A unanimous favorite in white!
die Newhall in the mile; Leslie
... Now—because men want
Smallwood in the mile. A Knox
COLOR, the Van Heusen (Cen
County meet between Roeklana
tury, with its no-starch, no-stays
Thomaston and Camden will be
collar — is here in rich, mascu
held on Wednesday May 9. par ot
line shades!
the events at the Trotting Park
Van Heusen Century collar 19
and the rest at the High School
woven in one piece... won t curl,
• • • •
stays neat and comfortable day
Rockland! golf team won its
and night! Features Van Heusen
first meet of the year over Water"Comfort Contour” collar that
wile on Tuesday 5-1. Emery How
sets low. feels swell.
ard, Jr., over Pe'e Kutre 5-4; Free
In hlu°, tan and grey — wide
Korpinen over Dick Pinette 2-1;
spread and regular collar models.
Rockland won best ball 4-3; Paul

The Senate Tuesday refused to
give two-thirds majority enact
ment to a 2 percent sales tax bill
(The vote was 17 to 16 for the bill;
it needed 22 votes for passage).
Sleeper of Rockland and Palmer of
Nobleboro were among the 17 who
voted for enactment.
The House of Representatives
doesn’t want annual sessions of the
Legislature. It voted 65 to 31,
against a constitutional amend
ment bill providing for annual ses
sions. Similar bills have been de
feated in many previous sessions.
Representative C. Arnold Brown
'R. Baileyville), sponsor of the bill
pleaded for support, listing objec
tions he said opponents would offer
and presenting his rebuttal in ad
vance.
Brown said the current biennal
sessions are "compelled to cover a
tremendous amount of work, and
cover it in a way I don't think is
satisfactory. We skip over, without
proper study, legislation that had it
been given proper study would not
have been passed." He said taxa
tion and appropriations problems
alone are enough to occupy the
Legislature " a good many weeks.”
Representative McGlauflin, House
chairman of the Judiciary Commit-

Eojthbay. Thomaston will be hand
icapped by less of Dick Stone whe
Is ill and they will face big Andy
Williamson for Lincoln as the
Eagles gun for the.r third w n o,
the season.

tee, noted that the committee had
reported unanimously against the
change.
A bill requiring equal pay for
women and men teachers in com
parable positions was passed to be
engrossed by the House—one step
short of enactment—without de
bate.
• • • •
The House rejected a bill appro
priating $110,000 for state aid for
municipal airport construction. The
vote was 51 to 46
f
Legislation permitting the attor
ney General to enter any Maine
county to prosecute any crime was
enacted by the House and sent to
the Senate. At present, the attor
ney general prosecutes only mur
der or treason cases. Attorney Gen
eral Alexander A LaFIeur, under
Governor Payne's direction, is en
gaged in a state-wide campaign
against crime, particularly gam
bling.
• • • •
A bill establishing a policy of
eventual elimination of all roadside
advertising was rejected by the
House on an 85 to 33 standing
vote. Representative Edward E
Chase of Cape Elizabeth, the spon
sor. said the bill was intended to
“protect and conserve the natural
beauty of Maine's landscape." It
oroposed that outdoor advertising
structures be done away with as
rapidly as the highway commission
deemed fair to all parties con
cerned.

/t

Cor.nie Marrero of Washington
pitched the first shutout against
the Red Sox in the games played
at Fenway Park during the 1950
season.

WATER PIPES
SEWER WORK
SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS
CEMENT WORK

CELLAR WALLS REPAIRED

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R

ROCKLAND, ME.

Want Delirious
Budget-Ileal ing
Fine Fating?

colors!

ANN
PAGE

Van Heusen

won’t

wrings

ever..!

White, $3.95
Colors. $4.50

Customers'

Corner
How accurate can you be?

In some manufacturing businesses, for
instance, they have to allow for a slight

margin of error.
Hut when it comes to weighing a cus
tomer’s purchase or adding up her bill
ice aren't satisfied to be “almost accurate"
at A&P.

Our skilled clerks know that they must
give you full weight, full measure and

Ann Page Foods are A&P's special pride
. . . made of top quality ingredients and
"quality controlled" at every step of their
preparation ... and priced to please youi
budget!
ANN PAGE—CREAMY RICH AND SMOOTH

Salad Dressing QT 59c
ANN PACE

Orange Marmalade

lB JA" 25c

d
V

charge thc correct price.
That is why we can mark the price
plainly on every item as well as on your
cash register receipt.
You will help the men and women of
A«P maintain their well-earned reputa
tion for accuracy by promptly reporting
any time we might be in error. Please
write:

Ann Page Mayonnaise

Pork and Beans

420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PT JA" 40

LB CAN 2 ™ 23

AN’'PACE

Ann Page Chili Sauce

Garden Relish

B0' 28

12

PAGE
annpage

10 0Z JAR

Cider Vinegar

NN PAGE

Sandwich Spread

ANN PAGE

Sparkle

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A*P Food Stores

QT BOT

8 0Z JAR

17c
20

MG £

ANN PAGE GELATIN DESSERTS

Puddings

23

MG tf

ANN PAGE SPARKLE

4

The schedule for the season was
accepted at the Twilight League
meeting on Tuesday night. First
games will be on Sunday, June 3,
1
- /ROCKtAND
Rockport is in the group after a I
but only as Rockport and apparently with no Camden connections fZfBJHJZfBJSJBJZJZtZfgJZfZJEfZfBJBJH

BY PRICE ALONE

Many others to choose

Public Should Know

•«••

JUDGE A CAR

’50 Plymouth Sedan
’50 Chevrolet Sedan
’49 DeSoto Sedan
’49 Dodge Sedan
’49 Plymouth Sedan
’48 DeSoto Sedan
’48 DeSoto Club Coupe
’48 Plymouth Sedan
’47 Chevrolet Coupe
'47 Plymouth Tudor
’47 DeSoto Club Coupe
’49 Chev, 1/z ton Pick-up

TWIUGHUEAGUEJCHEDULE

REFUSED TO GIVE MAJORITY

Williams over Dave Bird 1 up;
Danny Flanagan over G. Simpson
5-4; Rockland won best ball 5-4.
Their next meet is a triangular
one at Brunswick with that school
and Morse.

YOU CAN’T

from.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Two

ALL prices shown here /including those of
items not subject to price ceilings) are guar
anteed Thurs., May 3rd thru Wed., May 9th
and effective in this community and vicinity.

Chickens P’ESH

• BETTER THAN 6% on your money

’“J.6

5EE°

priced highfr

None

u59c

broilersoRrRvtRs-ziA-j'AiBs

Drawn Chickens

L.

to-cook-iw-jv. lbs lb

• SOUND PUBLIC UTILITIES securities

Broiler Turkeys

• A DIVIDEND CHECK approximately

Drawn Broiler Turkeys

EVERY TWO WEEKS

3.231

certified

QUICK-FROZEN EVISCERATED-MASS. U. S. No. I

Ducklings
DO YOU WANT . . .

potatoes

beltsvh.le-4-s lbs

"Super-Right" Rib Roast

lb

47c
55
59

85c
CLOSE TRIMMED LB

Cucumbers

field groan— n«k p,,c«iH «to

Bananas

PA,KV coi°en- now

PotatOeS

Broccoli

4 0R 25

Pr,t« h,,^,

lb

]

1 0 BS 69

*• Cm SMLRem-Bone Pritrt Mi«»«

Fr«h T„d« Gr„«-None PrkW H,,her

BCH

29°

Florida Oranges “°',E PPiCt°HIGHER » lb bag 45-

79
ORANGE PEKOE AND PEKOE

We have prepared a memorandum, indicating how you
can invest in a diversified list of sound Public Utilities stocks
— get a dividend check approximately every two weeks
— and at the same time, receive better than 6% on your
investment, based on 1950 dividend payments.

We Measure and Install Inlaid Linoleum

Send coupon below for Report. No cost — no obligation.

For Your Floor.

J. ARTHUR WARNER & CO.

Shades Supplied in Variety ot Colors.

Wall Papers Styled To Any Room.

MEREDITH FURNITURE^CO.
313 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1425

Incorporated

ROE KLAND.

TEL. ROCKLAND 1451

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES
James S. Cousens
Laurence C. Perry
Harry C. Richards
Frederic.k E. Tripp
Leon R. White
Eunice H. Winslow
Boston • New York * Philadelphia
Providence » Portland
Hyannis Pittsfield * Wellesley

Citv

LB PRINT

-a-

doz

PKG •• I

Burry's Homespun Cookies

ass t

lb

77c

Burry's Choc. Chip Cookies B,t02

&9’

Libby's Baby Foods

l>59‘
26 0Z PKG] ]'

Strained 446 0Z JARS

La Choy Mixed Vegetables
La Choy Bean Sprouts

pkg

43

FOR

39

33l

0 2 CAN

35*

M0 2 CAM

13*

?' 4 OZ CAN

17*

Underwood's Deviled Ham

A&P Tuna Fish

P & G White Naptha Soap

3

CAKES

25'

Octagon Laundry Soap

3

cakes

25c

WHITE MEAT

Grated Light Meat Tuna sutTANA

JANE PARKER
WHITE BREAD
EXTRA

24 02

21c

M0 Va CAN 37

27‘

Joy

BOTTLE

FOR INSTANT'DISHWASHING

ism oz can

34

Meatless Dinner

iz-n, ozcan

49

chef boy ar dee

chef boy ar dee

soztin

Crusted - Delicious

Apple Pies

EACH 53

32C

Spaghetti & MeatCHEF •«» *» oee

Spaghetti Sauce

JANE PARKER-

................................................

2 lB ir 89'

Va IB -|C

Nectar Tea

Corned Beef Hash SILVEB s*ILtET .,6 02 “»40

Flaky

Address

sunnvbrook fresh grade

Sharp Cheddar Cheese

J. ARTHUR WARNER 4 CO., 131 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Please send me without obligation or cost Report PR
Name

FOR EVERY CHEESE USE

SILVERBROOK FRESH CREAMERY

Large Eogs

1849°

mlmes-mlaw

Ivory or Shaker Salt

Investment Securities

431 MAIN ST..

Ched-O-Bit

Butter

ARE YOU /NTERESTED?

Made To Measure Venetian Blinds and Window

live Lobsters

Mule Team Borax •

Boraxo

oumhmm

•

•

16 02 PKQ

14*-

it*

.MCA„|g

k
N
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-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN
*

* •

May 4—“The Lamplighters.”
May 4—Guest Officers’ Night at
Orient Chapter O.E.S . Union
<f*»y 4—Past Matrons' & Patrons’
iVight at Naomi Chapter, O.E£.,
Tenants Harbor.
May 7—Annual meeting and lunch
eon of Lady Knox Chapter,
DAR.. at the Copper Kettle.
May 8—Newbert Association. Ma
sonic Temple, 6.30 p. m.
May 8—Annual Banquet of Rock
land Junior Women’s Club at
Robin Hill Lodge.
May ft—Monthly meeting of Albert
H. Newbert Association.
May 8—Visitation of President of
w Association of Rebekah Assem’ blies at Lewiston.
May 9 — Meeting of Rockland
BP.W. at F.-:r. forth Museum.
May ID—At Appleton, annual
meeting, Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 11—District meeting of Dis
trict 16. Rebekahs, at Camden
(afternoon and evening)
May 11—Regular meeting of Gol
den Rod Chapter O.E.S.
May 12—The Children’s Theatre of
Portland presents "Rumpelstiltskin’’ at the High School.
•May 12—Daughters of Founders
and Patriots of America, Maine
Chapter, meets in Waterville.
May 13—Mother’s Day
May 14—Annual meeting Univer
salist Church vestry.
May 14—Guest Officers’ Night at
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S.. Camden.
May 15—Knox County WC.T.U.
Convention in Baptist Church,
Rockport.
May 17—Second Concert of the
Warren Village Singers, at War
ren Church.
4?May 17—Educational Club meets in
the Congregational vestry at 3
o’clock.
May 18—Official visitation of Mae
McFarland of
Bar Harbor,
President of the Rebekah Assem
bly of Maine to Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
May 19-20—Letter Carriers’ Con
vention in Rockland.
May 21, 22. 23—Annual sessions of
Grand Chapter, O.ES. in Port
land.
May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs, Warren.
4^ July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.

WITH THE
THEATRES
KNOX THEATRE:
Today through Saturday: “In
side Straight."
STRAND THEATRE
Today through Sat.: “Mating
Season.”
WALDO THEATRE:

Today last time: “Tomahawk.’
Starts Friday: “High Lone
some.”
CAMDEN THEATRE:
Today and Friday: “The Mud
Lark.” Starts Saturday: “Be
tween Midnight and Dawn,”
plus “Trail of Robin Hood.” *

A feature of the coming Lions The Lincolnville Beach Lobster
Club minstrel show will be a con Pound opens Sunday, May 13, one
cert by the Rockland City Band foi of the first coast resorts to open
one half hour preceding the op its doors.
ening of the show.
Installation ceremonies of the
Edmond Bodman, Jr., 14, was Rockland chapter of Bnai Brith
burned about the face and upper were held at the Worster House in
body Sunday in a gasoline flash Hallowell Wednesday night. Sam
fire at his home on Thomaston Savitt was returned to office as
street. The boy was hospitalizes president for the seventh year.
and released to his home Tuesday Serving with him are Alan Gordon
afternoon. As near as can be de vice president: Sidney Segal, re
termined, he was checking an cording secretary; Alan Grossman,
empty can on the farm to see wha: financial secretary and treasurer;
it contained when lingering gaso Keith Goldsmith, monitor; Abra
line fumes were exploded by a ham Small, inner guard and Sam
coal lighter he carried.
Small, custodian. Named to the
Corrected dates for the Com board of trustees were, Isidore
munity Concerts were received as Poust, Lawrence Miller, Harry Ger
follows: May 3. Men of Song rish and Benjamin Segal.

Bangor; May 4, Rumford, Men of
Song.

For Time of Shows
See Ads In This Paper
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Treworgy,
. who have been living on Camden
i street moved to Brunswick this
week.

BORN
Smith—At Knox Hospital, May 1,
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Smith of
Union, "a daughter.
Googins—At Knox Hospital, May
1. to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Googins of
A-h Point, a daughter.
Davis—At U. S. Naval Hospital at
Guam, April 30, to S. Sgt. and Mrs.
Myon A. Davis of Rockland, a
daughter—Joan Marie.
Lee—At Dorchester, Mass., April
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
(Bertrice Turner of Washington),
a son.
Hupper—At Flushing, L.I., N. Y.,
April 20, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Hupper, a daughter—Betsey Jean.
Simmons—At Cape Cod Hospital,
Hyannis, Mass., April 30, to Mr. and
' Mrs. Richard S. Simmons, (forI merly Jean Gillchrest of Thomas‘ ton), a son—David Allan,
Sweetland—At Gould Maternity
Home. South Hope. April 25. to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Sweetland, a son—
Charles Arthur.
Marriner — At Detroit, Mich.,
April 27, to Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Marriner, a daughter — Leigh
Sharon.
MARRIED
Winchenbach-Turner — At War
ren, April 30, Virgil W. Winchen
bach and Mary Anne Turner,
both of Waldoboro.—by Rev. J.
Homer Nelson.

Avoid hanging
grease-spotted
DIED
fabrics in the sun until after they
Pillsbury—At Portland, May 2,
lave been cleaned. The action of Mabel A. Pillsbury of Rockland,
Jie sun’s rays causes the grease age 65. Funeral Saturday at 2
o’clock from the Burpee Funeral
;o penetrate more deeply.
Home. Rev. John S. Lowe officiat
The Catholic Women’s Club will ing. Interment in Achorn Cemetery.
Ludwig—At Los Angeles, April
sponsor a Rummage Sale. Saturday,
May 5. at the G.A.R. Hall. All 29. Lieut. Howard A. Ludwig, for
merly of Rockland, aged 44 years.
parishioners are asked to have
Upham—At Camden, April 27,
their material ready w hen the solici William M. Upham, age 91 years.
tors call.
53‘lt Funeral was held Monday, April
30, from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
There will be a game party at neral Home, Rev. F. J. L-oungway
he G.AR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday, officiating. Interment in Mountain
ponsored by the Civil War Me- View Cemetery.
Metcalf—At Camden, April 29,
aorial Association
104-Th-tf
William Metcalf, age 73 years.
See the latest styles In Furs and Funeral was held Wednesday, May
!loth Coats, moderate prices, top 2, from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
uality, at Lucien K. Green & Son. neral Home, Rev. Melvin H. Dorr,
officiating.
Interment in
1-tf D.D.
Mountain View Cemetery.
Smalley—At South Berwick, April
29. Lewellys Smalley, formerly of
St. George, age 85 years. Commit
SATURDAY, .MAY 5, AT 7.30
tal services and interment Thurs
OWL’S HEAD TOWN IIALL
day (today) at 1 o’clock from the
Price 35c
South Parish Cemetery, Martins
ville.
Benefit Mother’s Club Council
53-54

Card Party

Girl Scout Troop No. 11 recent
ly held an out-of-door picnic at
the Samoset Eeach with their
leader Mrs. Dorothy MacPherson
Their lunch was cooked over a fire
built on the beach. Present were:
Allie Gray, Barbara Brazier, Hel
en Doherty, Dorinda Coughlin.
Marcia Jones, Joan Scarlott, Ann
Savitt. Sandra Strickland, Cynthia
Sherman, Patricia Sweeney ano
Judy Pease. Judy Pease won the
prize for selling the most ticket.for the play “Kingdom of Make
Believe” and Jean Lessard won the
prize for the best troop poster for
the play.

«M Mat* three!

A FINE SERVICE
for people in everv
station in life.

DavisFunerrlHomes
It costs no more to call us.

(HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTHENTIC

(/ wuwi i«y1

WESTERN WEAR FOR BOYS)

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
17-tf

KVERY FRIDAY
At 7.M P. M.

TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auplcea Knights of Columbus

1-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET

/'Mr 1

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the following,
who so kindly sent flowers, cards
and messages of sympathy in our
bereavement. Especially do we
, thank Williams-Brazier Post, Am1 erican Legion, Thomaston, Huntley■ Hill Post 2499, Winslow-HolbrookI Merritt Post, American Legion,
Rockland High School Alumni
Association, Lawrence Portland
Cement Co., Davis Funeral Home,
and to those who volunteered use of
cars; also thanks to the young
men who served as pall bearers.
To one and all we are grateful.
The family of Kenneth Bradley.
53* lt

WESTERN PANTS
$3.95-$4.95
COWBOY HATS
$1.95

WESTERN
DUNGAREES
$1.98-$2.98

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—621-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service
i «

BELTS, SPURS, TIES,
BOOTS, LEGGINGS
FREE!Join the
ROY ROGERS CLUB

■-----An exhibition of woven textiles
by Ar.ni Albers wil be on view at
the Farnsworth Art Museum from
May 3 through May 27.
Trained at the famous Bauhaus
in Germany, Mrs. Albers taught
at. Black Mountain College. North
Carolina from her arrival in this
country in 1933 until very recently.
One of the most daring and imaginative of modern weavers, her

LIEUT. H. A. LUDWIG
Lieut. Howard A. Ludwig, 44, of
Phoenix, Arizona, died very sud
denly at Los Angeles, Monday, I
where he had gone for treatment
He leaves a wife, Viola Ludwig, at
Phoenix, a son Vance Lndwig, a
student at St. Lawrence University
and his mother, Susan, and his
brother, Roger Ludwig of Auburn.
Maine
Howard Ludwig is a former
Rockland High School athlete. He
graduated in 1924. He joined the
Coast Guard at White Head after
graduation. He was commissioned to
a Warrant Officer and served on a
destroyer during World War 11 and
was stationed at Pearl Harbor dur
ing the attack by the Japanese. He
had 20 years’ service and was re
tired on a pension when he spent
a Summer in Maine five years
years ago. Since retiring he had
attended St. Petersburg College in.
Florida and Phoenix College in
Arizona.

finest
quality
t°w
„ MOces

DON’T FORGET THE

LIONS
MINSTREL SHOW
MAY 7 and 8
Tickets On Sale Here

AND'-' BOYS

CLOTHING

.FURNbHINGS SHOES AND UNIfORMS

389 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

ME.

FLESH DRESSED FROM LOCAL FARMS

FOWL
FANCY PLUMP
MILK FED

49c

POUND

Not one. not two, but Three Big
Reasons why it pays to do all your food
buying at the PERRY MARKETS. You’ll
find it pays in worthwhile savings on
your food bill.
ARMOURS

SERVE WITH OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY SAUCE

STAR

THIS WEEK IT S—

HAMS

6 for 29c
3 for 29c

BROWNIES
ECLAIRS

CENTER
SLICES

CUCUMBERS
2 for 25c

FANCY LONG
GREEN

BANANAS
2 lbs. 29c

YELLOW

RIPE

HAM SHANKS ................. Ib. 33c
HAM BUTTS ................... Ib. 39c
ARMOUR’S STAR HAMS TURN A MEAL
INTO A FEAST—AMERICA’S LUXURY HAM

POTATOES
3 lbs. 29c

ONLY THE BEST SLICES FROM THE

BEST BACON SIDES GOES INTO

FANCY
NEW

ARMOUR'S STAR

BACON'b49c
ONIONS
2 lbs. 21c
BUY SEVERAL POUNDS TODAY' !!!

NEW
TEXAS

FRANKFORTS ............... Ib. 49c
HAMBURG .................... Ib. 75c
BEEF LIVER .................. Ib. 59c CORNED HOCKS .............. Ib. 39c
COOKED SALAMI.............. Ib. 63c SAUSAGE ...................... Ib. 49c

Read The Courier-Gazette

BUTTER
Supper and
Square Dancing

I
j

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT i
STARTING MAY 5
j

Simonton Community Hall ,
SUPPER 5.30-7.00
DANCING with instructioni— *
Caller Rodney Linnell
from 8.30-12.00
S
Supper 50c
Dance 50c j

Cottage To Let
For Months of August and
September, Cottage To Let at
Lucia Beach. Ash Point. Plas
tered, modern conveniences, fire
place, four bedrooms. Will sell
to right party. Write to

W. L. CLARK

FANCY
DOMESTIC

TIN

PINEAPPLE
LIBBY’S
SLICED
21/s- TIN

39c

GRAPELADE
WELCH’S
21c
10 OZ. JAR

FRUIT COCKTAIL
FANCY

38c

PEANUT BUTTER
DRINKING
MUG

LOBSTERS—2 for $1.00
Native Haddock
Native Halibut
Corned Hake
Scallops
Alewives
CLAMS—50c a pint

TEL, 650,

69c

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVE
PURE
12 OZ. JAR
31c
“With That True Fresh
Fruit Flavor"

FIRST OF THE
SEASON.
STRICTLY FRESH

29c

COCOANUT
Dl'RKEE’S
SO. STYLE

4 OZ. TIN

17c

MAPLE SYRUP
PURE

8 OZ. JAR

36c

DAWN FRESH

MUSHROOM SAUCE
2 tins 19c

LUNCHEON MEAT
12 OZ. TIN
47c

SOUTH AMERICAN

CORNED BEEF
12 oz. tin 39c

MEAT BALLS

FRANCO-AMERICAN

VENICE
MAID

SPAGHETTI
2 tins 27c

21c

TIN

SERVIT

53-60

HASKELL’S FISH MARKET

Ib. 69c SHAD

CRABMEAT

LGE. 2U, TIN

9 SUMNER ROAD
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

79c

POUND

SEAFOOD SPECIALS

582 MAIN ST..

SUPER
SPECIALS
MK1 Mfftt

Copt AdverliMf* E*cNong» ItK

12 OZ.

OFF/NS
MENS

An Interesting Exhibit At the
Farnsworth Art Museum
This Month

RAYMOND H. ANGEL
Raymond H. Angel, 65, former
restaurant owner, and chef here,
and in Searsport for many years
died at his home. 23 Franklin
street. Sunday.
He was born in Heart's Content,
Newfoundland, son of Isaac and
Mary Pattison Angel.
He is survived by his widow,
Alice Harriman Angel, three broth
ers, Herbert of New York, Seymour
of Mason City, Iowa, and Arthur of
Chicago; three sisters, Mrs. George
Stephenson. Vancouver, B. C., Mrs.
Barbara Long, North Sydney, N. S.
and Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin,
Hazel Hill, N. S.
“Bert” was possessed of a lively
humorous disposition, which en- |
deared him to all. He will be sadly
missed by a large circle of friends I
through the State.
Funeral services were held Tues
day from the Davis Funeral Home,
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald con
ducting the services. Interment
was in Seaside Cemetery, Ten
ant’s Harbor.

ROCKLAND. ME.
1-tf

Caching and example h*ve influ- lophane and cotton; screens of
uhoi« generation
veneration of
of textile
textile w-i-t
raffia and
and cord, wood stripe
whole
black raffia
designers.
and doweLs, black and white raffia
Included in the selection from on Enen. and natural linen and
Mrs. Albers’ own drapery, uphol- ceUop|hane
stery, dress material and tapestries.
Mrs. Albers is not only distinthe exhibition containing mounted
for the Uvely experim€nt
studies done by Mrs. Albers’ pupils ana artistry of her work; her
ber direction. These as- Bauhaus background has particusemble such materials as paper, larly enabled her to integrate her
corn kernels, grass and string to textiles with modern architecture.
achieve the texture patterns em- She is the wife of the abstract
phasized by Mrs. Albers in both painter Joseph Albers.
her teaching and her work.
First shown at the Museum of
Her inventiveness in the use of Modern Art in New York during
materials may be seen in many of the Autumn of 1949. the present
the fabrics exhibited: Dra;jeries exhibition is being circulated to art
woven of black cellophane, copper institutions throughout the United
chenille and a combination of cel- States.

FT OVen leXtileS onown enc
.ed a
enced
a

Donald F. Smith of Jonesport
was found guilty of drunken driv
ing by Municipal Court Tuesday. He
was fined a total of fine and costs
of $105 which he paid. Complain
ants were Rockland police. The
Washington County resident was
arrested Monday by Patrolman
Sanborn on Maverick street.
• • • •
The case of Harold A Darling.
Jr., of 12 Hill street. Rockland, who
was charged with operating a car
after his license had been revoked,
was continued one week for hear
ing.
• • • •
Percy Stanley of Appleton was
adjudged not guilty of charges of
non-support of his wife.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear
husband, William Dennis Spruce,
who passed away very suddenly.
May 4, 1950 in South Thomaston,
Maine,
Kathleen Spruce.
53* lt
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In Municipal Court

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to sincerely thank all
A representative of the Social
who have extended kindness to us
in our recent bereavement.
Security Administration field of
Mrs. Elmer Lord, Miss Alice fice in Augusta will be at the Rock
Priest.
53*lt land Post Office, every Monday
from 12.30 to 2 p. m. His next visit
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere will be May 7. Residents of Rock
thanks to my friends and neighbors land or near-by towns who wish
for so kindly remembering me on
to make application for Old-Age
my birthday and during my illness,
and
Survivors Insurance, obtain
with cards, flowers, candy, cake and
the large Sunshine Basket; also Social Security cards, or get infor
Mrs. Clayton Young, the nurse.
mation are invited to call upon
53* lt
Dalton Raynes.
this representative.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to friends and neighbors for
the beautiful floral tributes and
also for the many acts of kindness
during our recent bereavement.
Words fail, but it was all deeply
appreciated.
Mrs. Nina Richardson, Mrs. Jean
nette Richardson, Albert Torrey.
53* lt

ROY ROGERS
WESTERN SHIRTS
$2.95
ROY ROGERS
SWEAT SHIRTS
$1.00

GAME PARTY

There will be a meeting of the
committee members and directors
of the Maine Lobster & Seafoods
Festival Friday night at 7.30 in the
Municipal Court rooms.

The Lamplighters concert given
under the auspices of the Rotary
Club takes place in the Universalist
The Simonton P.T.A. and Simon Church, not the Community Build
ton Farm Bureau will join forces ing as was stated in one item.
Saturday to provide a supper and
Arthur F. Wentworth, 43. of
square dance for the public at the
Simonton Community Hall. Both Rockland is confined in Waldo
clubs are raising funds for projects County Jail under a three month
of their respective groups. The sentence for second offense drunk
newly-former P.T_A. will serve en driving. The sheriff’s depart
supper at 5.30 while the Farm Bu ment at Belfast this morning iden
reau group will operate the square tified him as an employe of a Rock
dance with Rodney Linnell calling land taxi operating firm. Records
of the city clerk show his residence
the dances.
at ihe time of application for his
city license as being at the BayMINTURN
view Hotel. The arrest was made
Mrs. William Turner, Sr., h
by State Trooper Ronald Faulkgone to Bar Harbor Hospital 1
ingham and trial was held in Bel
observation. Mrs. Marion Turnei fast Municipal Court May I.
accompanied her.
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sprague
The families of Charles W. Mank
have returned home after a trip to
the mainland. During that time wish to show their deepest appre
ciation to all of their friends,
Mr. Sprague served on the Jury in neighbors and relatives, to the
Ellswor.h.
members of White Oak Grange,
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley have and People’s Methodist Church in
returned home after a week on Union, for wonderful flowers, mes
sages of sympathy, gifts and cards
the mainland.
for our dear one.
Kent Gardner and Lawrence
Iza M. Mank, wife, Aubyne L.
Montague, Jr., of Portland have Hawes, daughter, Donald S. Mank,
been visiting Kent’s grandmother. son Mabelle L. Cross, sister, Lester
E. Mank, brother,
53* lt
Mrs. Myrtle Kent.
Mrs. Myrtle Kent is visiting her
CARD OF THANKS
daughter, Mrs. Lawrence Montague
I wish to thank everyone for
of Portland.
the Sunshine Basket which was
given to me. And special thanks
to the Ladies’ Aid.
Eugenia A. Teel,
Matinicus. Maine.
53-lt

COFFIN’S BOYS DEPT.
W/

George Walter Ackley, Jr., 21,
has been appointed to the Rock
land Police Department, according
to the City Manager's office. The
new patrolman will go on duty
Friday. Ackley is a Navy veteran of
three years service and is married
and has one child. The family
makes their home at 20 Brick
street.
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ROCKLAND, ME.

37c

5 LB. JAR

NO 300 TIN

WORLDTUMBLER FREE

2 TINS

LA CHOY

NOODLES

BOTH
17c

29c

BEETS

CHICKEN

95c CHOP SUEY,

PRUNE PLUMS
HUNT'S
l UH Y

CORN
LIBBY’S
ROSEDALE

SOAP FLAKES
lge. pkg. 29c
LA CHOY

HONEY
PURE
SUE BEE

TEA BAGS
50 for 29c

tin 55c

LIBBY’S
SMALL WHOLE

16 OZ. JAR

1c

tin

56c

“Easy To Follow Recipes
on Labels"

19c

SALMON
KETA

TALL
TIN

49c

THE PERRY MARKETS
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Page Poor
broadcaster of the temperature and
pressure and moisture of the air
through which it passed This in
strument may be used again.
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Please remove the tag under the
flap, and write in the inform at on
Tel. U
requested. If found in Cont.nenta.
United States, mail back to tht
Committees appointed for the Portland U. S Weather Bureau
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter. where it wa; released."
O.EjS., Friday are. Miss Irma PieMr and Mrs. Foster Vanner ot
tila, en ertainment, and Mrs. Mar
Litchfield and Mr. and Mrs. Oniagaret Sawyer, Mrs. Corinne Per
Newell of Topsam were caller- Sun
kins, and Miss Hilda Aspey. Mem
day
at the home of Mr-.Violet Mc
bers are reminded to bring small
prizes for the game party to fo’- Intyre and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Tolman.
low the meeting.
Virgil M. Winchenbach and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Evert Nilson, not
ing Saturday morning a bit of red Mary Anne Turner, both of Waldo
material waving in the wind from boro were united in marriage Mon
near the top of a tree in woodlana day night at the Congregational
owned by Harold Wotton, found at parsonage in this town. Rev. J.
the base of the tree, a damaged Homer Nelson performing the
package which contained a tiny single ring ceremony. The couple
battery radio, and instruments for was attended by Mr. and Mrs.
checking the weather. Instruction Ralph McLain, Jr., of Waldoboro
tags told the procedure for mail Mr. and Mrs. Winchenbach will
ing it back to the Portland weath make their home in Waldoboro.
Rev. Bruce Cummings officiated
er station, and also explained
about the workings of the radio at 10 o’clock this morning (Thurs
as follows. ' The balloon which car day) at a committal service at the
ried this was sent up by the U. S town cemetery, by the moriument
Weather Bureau, a height of 12 , for the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred
miles. The ballon burst, and the ; Hahn of Gardiner. Mrs. Hahn was
enclosed instruments came slowly killed Feb. 12, in an automobile
down by parachute. While in the accident at Farmingdale, followair the instrument acted as a radio , ing the death of her husband. Mr

WARREN

Hahn was a native of Warren
Sunday guests of Mr .and Mrs.
William O Anderson were Mrs.
Stuart Brown of Portland and her
daughter. Miss Arlene Brown, and
Miss Bertha Anderson of Boston
Mr and Mrs. Walter Anderson,
guests a few days at the Anderson
home, returned Tuesday to East
Millinocket. Bruce Brown, son of
Mr and Mrs Stuart Brown, re
turned Sunday with his mother to
Portland
Miss Elizabeth Parker, who passed
the Winter at Safety Harbor, Fla.,
with Mrs. Jane Andrews, is now
passing a few weeks at the home
of Mrs Henry Goodman, where she
will be pleased to hear from friends.
Mystery Circle will meet this
Saturday afternoon at the IOOF
dining hall, to knot a quilt. Sup
per will be served the members
and their husbands, under the di
rection of Mrs Clara Leach.
The annual meeting of the Bap
tist Church will be held at 7 30
this Saturday evening at the Bap
tist auditorium. A 6.30 supper will
be served members and their fam
ilies, and friends of the church at
6.30 at the Montgomery rooms.

**V.«. -z te v s ‘41
T'lte« • wL-L. j « ••»<* tori
• v4 * W, I W W I -

derson Avenue, Lynn, Mass., who
died at her home April 23, after a
long illness, were held April 25 in
Lynn, Mass.
Besides her husband, a native of
this town, she leaves two sons. Wil
liam and Clark of Lynn, and a
brother. Roland H Jacobs of Lynn,
Mass.
Among those who attended the
funeral services were Mrs William
O Anderson and Miss Murial An
derson of Warren, Mr and Mrs.
Walter Anderson of East Milli
nocket, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Brown
of Portland. Mr and Mrs. Merrill
Clark of Lynn. Mass., and Miss
Bertha Anderson of Boston. Mass

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

“It Was Miraculous”

lilt IIP

A. W. Gregory’s Daughter
Gives Television Version
Of MacArthur’s Visit
To Washington

By Ralph W. Tyler

Charles W. Mank

Funeral services for the late Daylight Saving Time, which gets ; and should follow moderate weather
Charles W. Mark. 81, who died you up an hour earlier in the morn with light winds and little rainfall.
April 23 at his home at Nor:h War ing and to bed an hour or so later Nine boats were fishing there Sun
day morning.
ren were held Thursday afternoon
at night found us on Alford Lake
• • • •
April 26. at the Simmons Funeral
before
sunrise
on
Sunday
for
the
Leroy
Miller
of Rockland heads
home, Warr n village, with Rev
Albert Oliver, pastor of the Peo fastest salmon action so far this the Knox County Fish and Game
Association for 1951. Vice Presi
ple's Methodist Church at Union, season.
dents are Weston Arey of South
officiating.
In the two hours fofllowing sun
Thomaston and Edward Hastings
Mr. Mank’s illness had been long
rise we caught and released one of Thomaston. Other officers are
during which he was lov ng!)
cared for by Mrs. Mank, who sur small salmon, had one savage strike Alfred Teel of Rockland, secretary;
vives him. He will be rememb reo on the Black Ghost of the inshore Elliot Smith of Owl’s Head, trea
Margaret II. Anderson
as a man of deep kindness by all line and ''dwaddled'' into two more surer and Ernest Crie of Rockland,
feeble hits along the eastern shore auditor.
Funeral services for the late who knew him.
• •to
up to 10 a. m.
The
bearers
were
Ray
Kalloch
of
Mrs. Margaret H. Anderson, 41,
Purple
Martins,
Tree Swallows
The
cool
morning
breeze
was
Clarence
Tolman,
wife of David Anderson of 24 San- Thomaston,
Clifford Robimon
and Joseph slowly dying out as we approached and Chimney Swifts are back with
the northern end of the lake and us again. These birds which all feed
Robbins of Warren.
Interment was in the family :ot we shifted lures to Supervisor, while in flight are always welcome,
in the Blake Cemetery, North Green Lady and Mickey-Finn and for they live most entirely upon
small flies and mosquitoes which
"Revved" up the motor a bit.
Warren.
are such pests as the days grow
Among those from out of town Off the Bicknell shore in fairly
warmer.
shallow
water,
Ed,
my
youngest
son,
who attended the services were
Did you ever watch the mosquito
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank, Mr. ana tied into a fair sized fish and
catching technique of these birds
brought
him
alongside.
He
struck
Mrs. Kenneth Mank, Mr. and Mr
Elroy Beverage, ad Mr. and Mrs the Green Lady but we lost him at as they feed on hatching insects
A
Sidney Mank of Hope, Mrs. Maude the rim of the net by a belated emerging from the water?
circling flight of observation over a
Gray. Mrs. Clifford Allen, Mr. and jump.
Mrs. Harry Mank and Mrs. Lula With lines scarcely out again pond and then like bullets they dive
Smith of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs Ralph found the range with his towards the surface, bump the water
Leolrr Mank of Camden, Mr ana Supervisor and boated the best fish with their breasts, scoop the insect
Thousands are using nothing but First National
up in their bills and glide high to
ettfee daily. There’s one lor every taste and
Mrs. Herbert Mank of West Rock of the day, a 3%-lb female.
pocket-book—Here’s one more way to save.
shake the moisture from their
In
the
next
hour
we
landed
five
port, Mrs. Mabel Cross of Wa hington. Lester Mank of Waldocoro more fish, lost three and had lfi feathers
c
RICHMOND babg
Fifty of these small birds will
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A strikes within an area of a few acres
destroy thousands of mosquitoes in
of
the
northern
end
of
the
lake.
Hawes
and
family
of
Union.
Sev
81
KYBO
eral friends from Union also were It was the fastest fishing I had ever one evening and the grace of their
experienced at Alford’s in 10 years precision flying and the intent of
COPLEY ct. 85c
present.
their quest for the insects is worth
of
fishing there.
Mr. Mank was bom at Waldobor;
son of Sidney and Eveline Burton Most of the salmon were small, watching.
I am always expecting them
from 12 inches up. We lost two
Mank.
Unt.l he moved to the farm 35 about 18 inches and stuck to our to collide with one another as they
years ago, he was employed as 3 own length limit of 16 inches, to weave in and out over the water
but they never do.
spinner in the Georges River Mill bring home three salmon.
Some years ago I stopped on the
The 3:,4-lb. female was the most
here.
tuptn ataaaar
Besides the widow, Mrs. Iza beautifully built fish I ever saw bridge at Medomak Pond where the
Cummings Mank. he leaves one taken from Alford's. On the lines river runs out to watch some Mar
son, Donald S. Mank of North of Vern Gray’s prize specimen tins and tree swallows working on
Warren; one daughter, Mrs. Her now mounted in the club room of a small fly-hatch below the bridge.
bert Hawes of Union; three grand Megunticook Fish and Game Asso Repeatedly one bird would swoop
children, two great grandchildren, j ciation, it was 19 inches long with near a few lily pads to snatch a fly
Fancy Selected, Meaty, Northern Grown - In Popular Sizes
one
brother, Lester Mank of Wal small head and very deep bellied. from the surface each time. Pres
10 14 Lb.
doboro, and one sister, Mrs. Mabel Thp girth was 12 inches. The right ently as the bird dipped to pick up
te 75c
Ave.
Cross of Washington, and several pectoral fin was clipped off indi the insect there was a swirling
Large Plump Meaty
Fresh Native Broilers or Fryers
cating it had been hatchery marked splash near the pads as a large
cousins.
and with normal growth it would pickerel struck at the fleeing swal
Chickens
“ 47c Fowl
DRAWN READY TO COOK
LB 75c
DRAWN RtADY TO COOK
Lb ^5c
low. Needless to say the bird went
be about five years old.
elsewhere to finish gathering up his
Alford
’
s
is
at
its
best
Spring
FRESH
or
SMOKED
•
Lean,
Meaty.
Economical
Heavy Western Corn Fed Steer Bee*
condition for years Water is high supper.
LB 49c
Rib Roast
LB 79c Shoulders
MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
Rocky Pond in West Rockport
and quite highly colored; surface
Correspondent
temperature about 48 degrees. The has not provided the expected good
COLONIAL MASTLR - Extra Lean - Less Waste
Lean. Rindless, Sugar Cured
best fishing there is still to come fishing this year. Theories for the
Telephone 240
LB 59c Shoulders
LB 59c
Sliced Bacon
reason are a subject of much dis
For Delicious Sandwiches
For Quicker Lunches
transferred from Fort Lee, Va., to cussion. Some fishermen think the
A quarterly meeting of teachers
Houston, Texas. Just before Pvt. trout there have run away and are
«■» 59c Bologna
LB 59c
Minced Ham
Union 73 was held in Warren Wed Mitchell was transferred, Mrs. now down in Oyster River. Others
nesday afternoon May 2. Lunch Carolyn Mitchell flew to Virginia
have said the pond suffers from
Sea fyood 'Values "--------eon was held at the school cafeteria. to spend the week-end with her
overstocking and- fish have become
Fi»»h - Dr«*««d as Desired
|
Fresh - Peary loCook - Nc Wait*
Guest speaker for the afternoon
daughter.
starved out.
Loons, shags and
le 49c
Haddock
lb 19c
Haddock Fillets lb 39c Lobsters
was Eirl Hayes, executive secre
Mrs. Ralph Jackson spent Mon mink are being blamed as predators
tary of the State Employes’ re day in Portland.
to the fine trout caught there a
fyaAtH ^laeslr P'lwlluee
tirement system, who will explain
Pvt. Lyle Ludwig, who was sta year ago.
the subject as it applies to teachers. tioned in Fort Lee, Va.. is spending
While it is very likely some of
Fancy Native Delicious
YOR GARDEN ELBERTA
A spelling contest of Union 73 a 10-day leave at the home of Mr.
brown trout may have gone into
Apples
3 LBS 29c was held Tuesday afternoon. May and Mrs. Ralph Jackson, May 8. the
Oyster River such a condition
Floiida Bafciiu'ce
Full of Juice - Large Size
1 at 4 o’clock at the Waldoboro 6he will report back to Fort Dix, would not be disastrous. A brown
Just Like the Best Home Canned Peaches You Ever Tasted
High School. Winner of this con N. J.
Oranges
DOZ 49c test was Sylvia Beaucage, daughter Robert Mitchell has returned trout in a stream is as much at
Serve Them With . . ,
home as the hole in a doughnut.
Ju cy raliforma
Joan Caroi
of Mr. and Mrs. Emile Beaucage of from Florida, where he has spent They would be more than likely to
COOKIES
7 Delicious Varieties
25c
provide better sport there than if
Lesr.oris
4 FOR 19c Jefferson. She is in the Eighth the Winter.
Grade and at a later date will
caught in a pond. Personally I
Hans m Pee v lor the Salad
Cheetahs have been used lor
compete in the County on test, Run
don't believe Rocky is ready yet.
racing
purposes
in
England.
They
5c‘^«r ftOw! -pLkL&° 19c ner-up was Gertrude Carter, Sixth
Fly hatches have been sparce and
can give a greyhound a start of
Grade of Nobleboro.
Einast Brick Oven
water is hardly up to good fishing
Ceil.Leu Seed
Maine
40
yards
and
win
in
a
quarterEaked - Pea, Red Kidney
Mr and Mrs. Eirl Bi-hop of Milli.
temperature.
Yellow Eye Beans.
CANS
Potatoes bagb
noaket were in town Tuesday, mile race.
Brown-trout are a fisherman's
Fmast
Fresh Ciisp Pascal
visiting Mrs. Bishop’s sisters, Mrs.
Harry Isaacs, owner of Brook fish and require some skill in the
DOUBLE IQc
Carolyn Mitchell and Mrs. Luda* field Farms and two eligible hors catching. Another month will give
Tomato Ketchup
21c
BCH
Celery
Goodwin.
es to the Kentucky Derby, formerly the answer which may be a happy
Finest
Tender Young, Sweet
surprise.
Pvt. Janice Mitchell has been bred pedigreed dogs.
Brown Bread
can 17c

what for?
77
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Meat ^bepaSitmeHt Valael

TURKEYS

r°rXo“ty

WALDOBORO

ScJJetZ *7»eeZ Z

39e

3

PEACHES

BAKED BEANS

45 C

2

'

Carrots

Laundry Day Needs . . .

SOAP

LGE

Fin.it Granulated

2 BCHS19c

Firm New Heads

ie 6c

Cabbage

29c

PKG

$3.29

Liquid Starch

EOT

16C

Laundry Bleach

BOT

13C

Oft W
COOK DlDNT
'
HAVE WHAT/rwi
-TH£

New Crop Glenside

Grass 5eed bas$1.89
Pure - 90% Germination

W//A

National RaJuf Week
3 CANS
=2.1'39c •

Evangeline Milk
Fccctnut, C «pp, Gerber

C'epp'i

|

Chopped Foods
Specellv Prepe’ed lor Babies

Rubles to end.

Now she brightens her days

28
pk& 30«*U.

Using Cain's Mayonnaise,

Oetmea or Mixed Cereal

I

-fc.

Mixed Cereal

Gerber - Regular, Parley or Oalmeal

ABBnaaeae
\

Delicate Texture -

Cvesyday SavuujS.

LOAVES

Apple Raisin Coffee Cake

Sa,mo"

29c
ea

29c

i

............Ck"

Red Salmon

t«w,l.i.ai..l.

STORES

MAYONNAISE
the BEST MAYONNAISE
money can buy!
ENJOY CA/N'S POTATO CK/PS • SWEET REUSH

*

Mrs. William Hull (Marguerite
Gregory) was at her home in Kit
tery when Gep. MacArthur made
his visit to Washington. D. C., ana
witnessed
that
speech-making
event through the medium of television. She tells vividly of it in the
following letter to her father, A
W Gregory:
How did you like MacArthur?
While you were listening I was
looking— on Elizabeth’s T. V. and
never, never, never will I forget it.
It was better than being there in
person—as we saw everything—the
galleries filling with guests—the
Congressmen and Senators arriving
on the floor—Margaret C. Smith
and Brewster in the front row—
Gen. Marshall, in civies, climbing
glumly onto the platform—Gen.
Omer Bradley in uniform and look
ing anything but happy, following
him.
Young Arthur, on the floor, front
row, very quiet. "Veep” Barkley
and Speaker Rayburn (in loud
neckties and fidgety) and that awe
inspiring moment when the cam
era focused on a side door that
stayed closed until one nearly
popped a button with suspense—
and then—no! it wasn't MacAr
thur when the door did swing aside
—it was Whitney—and then it was
MacArthur—everyone
on
their
feet—pressing so close he could
scarcely move—and there he was—
in a uniform stripped of all deco
rations, standing there utterly mo
tionless, while his five star flag
fluttered in front of the dais and
the place went wild!
He had notes, which he looked
at infrequently (and removed with
his left hand as he finished each
See the latest styles in Furs and
page). Behind him “Veep” twid
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
dled with his tie and his hands quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
nervously, and in the balcony Mrs
1-tf
Mac's eyes never left his face ex
Read
The
Courier-Gazette
cept when applause interrupteo
him—and then she joined in with
Your Doorway Needs This! K
smiling enthusiasm, but Arthur
kept his hands folded in his lap
throughout.
When he’d finished it was the
men who were using the handker
f
DURO
chiefs. no matter what the papers
said about women weeping in the
f \ DOOR HOOD
galleries.
l\ * • LIFE T I M K Al I MI
NIJSI
While he was lunching—we trav
• ALL
BALED
ENA
WEI. IN COLORS
eled (via T. V.) over the crowded
• LOU
FACTO in
IO
streets—and even by plane over
YOI
PRICES
MADE IN MAINE COR.
the city—and then the parade,
MAINE FOLKS
forming in the Capitol (and so far
Write DVRO. BOX 424
away that it was mere specks—at
ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 1213-M
the end of the wide Avenue.)
53*Th*59
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PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays.

Native Fowl, fancy, Pete Edwards’ lb. .55
Shoulders, cello wrapped, 4-6 lbs. lb. .49
Pig’s Liver .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb. .39
Pork Roasts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Ib. .51
Pork Chops .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb. .55
Sliced Bacon, Armour’s .... .. lb. .47
Broken Sliced Bacon.. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .24
Armour’s Frankfurters .... .. lb. .49
Pressed Ham .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb. .59
Cloverbloom Butter .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .73
Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb. .23
Tea Bags, 48 count.. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .29
Bobill’s Coffee .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb. .79
No. 2^2 Tomatoes, fancy ... . can .29
No. 2’A Sliced Peaches.. .. .. .. . can .32
Vermont Orchard Syrup, 12 oz. bot. .23
Spry.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 11 i. can 1.18
Zesta Soda Crackers .... 1 Ib. pkg. .28
Woodbury’s Soap, bath size, 4 bars .41
Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. pk. .41
Large Cukes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 for .21
Bananas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. for .29
Texas Onions .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .23
Carrots .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . bunch .10
You Can Have Yonr Orders Delivered For 25c. within City Limit)

eft

AH Prices in This Advertisement Elective et First National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity —
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST r NATIONAL

1

z^CAINS

Dated Daily for Freshness

2

caw ms it;/

X

15c Pablum

Hakesuf, tyauaNiteS

White Bread

Cains Mayonnaise caused her

15c

can
LAN 9c Pablum

Baby Cereals

_

Regular or Octmea

2 jars 41c Cream of Wheat

Bib Orange Juice

,

Regular or 5 Minute

I

Swift Meats

And smoothness to blend,

3 „; 21c

7jar' 15c Baby Cereals

Streteed or Chopped

quality, flavor

That was another button popp
ing moment—as the motorcade—
flanked by dozens of motorcycles—
moved so slowly tha: we couldn’t
be sure they were moving—and as
they passed the crowd was not al
lowed to close in at the rear (as
in New York) so that you had the
complete feeling
that, having
passed—the street would remain
strangely empty, indefinitely.
And then the monument—witjp.
the T. V. slowly climbing to the
top—and teyor.d—(Where the war
planes banked (and dipped) ana
then down again to the crowdea
platform—arid to rest, at last, up
on the General—the quie est per
son in Washington, sitting there
while the
flowery compliments
flowed into the microphones.
Watching, motionless, while Mrs
MacArthur received flowers that
completely engulfed
her—whim
Arthur received his fabulous watch
—standing gravely while presented
with the silver coffee 'or tea) ser
vice—and stepping quickly to the
microphone to help ou: Arhtur,
and to say 'Arthur says he’s glaa
to be Home!”
And then he was gone—and the
crowds were on the move again—
and then there was only the flag
draped platform—the array of
mikes (radio—T. V—amplifiers^
the empty chairs—the clutter—and
another glimpse of the monument
from base to top, and back again
And it was over—and it was mir
aculous!
The New York parade (in spite
of the mobs so dense you couldn’t
even see the sidewalks—and the
ticker-tape that blotted out every
thing at times i was really an anti
climax after Washington. A grand
New York show, allright, t>uJ^
couldn’t touch W’ashington for
dramatics, beauty or feelfiig—that
was a day—believe me—and the
first time I've bten enthused over
T. V.

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

BOBILL’S MARKET
Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

4

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Mrs. Arthur Hain s was hostess
the Mite Club Monday afterncon
High scores at contract won by
Mrs.A. D Morey and Mrs. J. Albert
Jameson. A delicious lunch was
served following -the play. Mrs
Jameson and Mrs Robert BurnMrs. Louise Brown entertained were guests. Mr- Saniord Delano
at two tables of dessert canasta
will entertain the club on May 14
Tuesday night at her home on
Achom street. Piizes were won by Mrs. Mae Dalzell has returned
The famed local historian. Cyrus
Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs. Earl home after spending a week with Eaton, bears record. "On the 13th
MacWilliams.
her daughter Mrs Dan.el Howarc of January, 1853. the house of the
of
Saco.
Mrs. Frank Carsley has returned
Free Will Baptist Society of Rock
from two weeks visit with her sis
Congratulations are being tend land, completed and finished, was
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
ered to Miss Rose McNamara of dedicated to the worship of God by
Mrs. Daniel Dustin, in Washington
Masonic street, whose 87th birthday the usual service, including a ser
D C.
Thus
It is today. Special "grats” go mon by Rev. P. Weaver . .
simply
was
recorded
the
beginnings
from
The
Courier-Gazette
office
Mrs. H. John Newman, valued
member of The Courier-Gazette where Miss McNamara was for of the work dedicated to the glory
of God and the winning of men to
staff, is at Parkway Hospital, merly employed.
Jesus Christ.
Brookline, Mass., for treatment
The Knox County Colby Club
Actually the church came into
and expects to resume her duties
met last night at Hotel Rockland being about a year and a half
in about a month.
for its annual dinner meeting. earlier when, at the invitation of a
Mrs. Sylvia Waterman has re President pro tcm James Weeks few men and women of Free Will
turned to her home at North Haven presided at the business session Baptist conviction, a group of four
after spending the Winter in ,and introduced Prof. Williams of men. Rev. William Small, Rev.
Rockland and Friendship.
Colby’s Business Administration Aaron Clark. Rev. George Mears,
Department who brought a highly and Samuel Fuller, met as a council
Bobby Vanorse celebrated his
interesting picture of activities at for organization and advisors for
fifth birthday Tue day by enterthe school on Mayflower Hill.
the Free Will Baptist Society of
taming his little friends. Those at
■Rockland. Born humbly, with a
tending were David Sulin, Joyce
Will Educational Club members
Peabody,
Robert
and
Wanda kindly bring rummage to Nadeau’s total membership of only seven,
Smith, Lanie Gray. Larry Wildes Restaurant Building, corner Main God has seen fit to honor the min
Billy and Brenda Smith, Martin and Park streets la:e Friday nigh! istry of this church, and many
Rubenstein. Mary Jane Vanorse, or early Saturday morning for the hearts have been touched for Christ
Ronnie Winchenbach, Dale Du- Rummage Sale to be held theie because of the testimony it has
borne.
plisse, Mrs. Josephine Sulin, Mrs. Saturday morning.
53’lt
The records of the beginnings of
Mary Vanorse, Mrs. Valerie Feyler,
Mrs. Maude Winchenbach, Mrs Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette the church have not been extant
Lucy Smith and Mrs. Betty Pea
body. Bobby is the youngest sor
of Mr. and Mrs. Eert I. Vanorse, 11
Bayview Square

Mrs. Hugh Eenner (Miss Naomi I
Rackliff) who was a member of
the -front office” staff of The
Courier-Gazette for se\eral years
prior to her marr.age rejoins the
force, part-time in the near future

♦

Mr. and Mrs. William O'Jala
were recent guests of their daugh
ters, in Lexington and Newton,
Mass., in Lexington with Mr and
Mrs. W Parker Emerson and in
Newton with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce W.
Gray. They also toured Cape Cod
with Mrs. Gray and Mrs. Emerson
and their grand-daughter. Miss
Rebecca Jane Gray.

Mr and Mrs. Ralph Hopk.n.were given a housewarming Wed
nesday night by friends and neigh
bors at their new home cn Broad
way. They were presented a coffee
table, bouquets of cut flowers and
a centerpiece of red snapdragons
and yellow daisies for the serving
table. Buffet lunch was served.

«

- The friends of Miss Blanche B
The Woman's Educational Club Ingraham will give her a birthday
will meet Thursday.May 17 at 3 shower addressed to her new home
p. m„ in the Congregational vestry 99 Oedar street, Rockland.
instead of the Farnsworth Museum
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Teel and
as previously announced.
two children, Elaine and Dcnald
Eleanor Leighton is employed at have been guests of Mr. and Mrs
Carter Brothers Jewelry Store in Daniel Howard in Saco.
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bodman
Fred S. True who has been ser- and children Cheryl, Dale and Da
riously ill since November is now vid left Tuesday for Allentown,
able to take short rides and is on Pa., to visit Mrs. Eodman's par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert. Fotch
the road to recovery.
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The TWEED SHOP
MAIN STREET.

CAMDEN MAINE

OPENS for the SEASON
Saturday, May 5th
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AN APPROACHING£ENTENNIAL

Something About Early History of Rockland’s
Free Baptist Church

TOPPER TRAVELER

4

Our Better Light Weight

Toppers look smart over

everything from slacks to
Suits. Perfect to complete

a vacation wardrobe.

4

Time to Put Your Furs

Away. Best Vaults, Scienti
fically

Treated,

Complete

Coverage.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRTFRR

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 541

(LIMITED TIME ONLY)

BY BALL-BAND
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for some years, and we are depend
ent upon a partial later record plus
newspaper accounts for the story of
these beginnings.
The total membership consisted
of John H Young, John A. Bryant,
Gilman Whittier, Benjamin Kirk,
Benjamin Jones. Jane Brewster,
and Mary Johnson. At its organi
zational meeting John Young was
chosen as the first church clerk,
and as the need arose, other offi
cers were elected.
Several weeks later the group met
again for business when John Bry’ ant was eleeted treasurer. As the
society grew, Bryant, and Hollis
Kirk were elected as deacons, and
the group me’, for discussion, prayer
testimony, and for study in the
Word. These folk recognized the
need of their own hearts, and saw
one whole segment of Rockland Vil
lage without the testimony of a
Christian church. Accordingly, the
church called as its first pastor a
humble and Godly man. Rev. W. H
Littlefield and plans were immedi
ately made to proceed with the
erection of a house of worship.
The Rockland Gazette of Friday,
March 5, 1852 carried this story:
“We understand that arrangements
are being made for the erection of
three new churches in our village
during the coming season—for the
Baptist, Free Will Baptist, and
Methodist denomination respective
ly.”
"The lots have been selected, and
in one or two cases, building com
mittees have been organized with a
view to an immediate commence
ment of the work. They are all to
i be erected in the north part of the
village, and will constitute a very
desirable addition to it.
"Our neighbors in the North End
have long been very inconveniently
situated for attendance at church,
especially in unpleasant weather,
owing to their distance from the
several places of worship—and the
facilities which will be afforded by
these new churches will add maj terially to the advantages as a place
l of residence already possessed by
that portion of the village.”
Little is known as to who did the
j actual building or drew up the
j plans, but there was no doubt a real
labor of love performed by the
members of the church fellowship.
1 All of the prayers and work were
consumated at last in the dedica
tion of the first Free Will Baptist
Society of Rockland Jan. 13, 1853.
’’The dedication of the Free Will
Baptist Meeting House took place
j on the 13th inst. (a common phrase
i for the current month).
“The sermon of Rev. P. Weaver
was founded on Romans 1:16. He
1 announced as his proposition, we
have no reason to be ashamed of
the Gospel of Christ.
"I. No reason to be ashamed of
the evidence on which we rest to
| evince its divine authority."
“II. No reason to be ashamed of
its influence among men.”
"III. No reason to be ashamed
of the Gospel when we look for

ward to its result as predicted In
the Bible.”
“His inferences were: 1. A11 the
necessary arrangements and facili A Jolly Good Time Ahead For
Patrons Of the May
ties to preach the Gospel shobild be
cheerfully provided. II. If the
Tenth Event
preaching of the Gospel is so im
Rehearsals are in full swing for
portant, all should contribute for
the presentation of the Gay Nine
its support. III. There should be a
ties program to be given at the
regular and constant attendance on Universalist Church on May 10,
public worship. TV. All should in conjunction with the Gay Nine
yield their hearts to the instruc ties Cabaret and dessert card party.
tions of the Oospel.”
Those taking part in the pro
Then the newspaper record con gram are Mrs. Esther Rogers,
tinued. "This is of course but a Charlotte Hopkins. Noela Simmons,
mere skeleton of the sermon The Dor.s Foley, Jane Foley. Katharine
filling up we cannot give. It is Joyce. Adah Roberts. Barbara Grif
sufficient to say the subject was fith, Beulah Ames. Adele Lundell,
handled with ability and the Rev. Anna Varricchio with Mrs. Faith
gentleman had the attention of the Berry and Katheen Newman ac
audience throughout.
companists.
“We were particularly pleased
There will be a door prize and a
with the ‘Address to Church and prize for each table. Go in Gay
Society’ by Rev. J. Mariner. It was Nineties co'tume and join in the
to the point and must have told fun. The show goes on prompt
on every heart. Our citizens will ly at 7 30 so please be in your seats
be glad to learn that by the efforts before that time. Make your reser
of this small society and their vations now as there are only a
worthy pastor, joined with the as limited number of tables left. Call
sistance of others who were ready 1 either Mrs. Jeanette Small, tele
to lend their assistance for this phone 299-W. or Mrs Eeulah Ames,
good object—this church has suc telephone 843-M for reservations.
ceeded in completing their house
Mrs Kathleen Newman is gen
of worship, and a neat and every eral chairman and a large corps of
way suitable house it is—in just members of the Rubinstein Club
that part of the village where a is giving of its tme and efforts to
meeting house was most needed, make this party a success.
and having just such a minister to
preach in it, as must, by God’s
blessing, be a blessing to the
Church and Society of which he ls
pastor. May the blessing of Goa This Is the Season Rhubarb
Is Not a Term Of Re
be with them, is the prayer of many.
"We will only add—all the exer
proach
cises were well sustained."
j
Spring is a season of the year
Nearly a hundred years have
when most homemakers like to
passed, and the passing of time has
break loose from the Winter routine
proved to be a faithful witness of
and use .something different in
the divine leading and divine bless
their mrnus.
EspeciaUy when
ing, for the past century has found
some of the native crops become
homes spirituaUy renovated and
available And rhubarb is is Just
hearts rejuvenated through Its
the item to help add a touch of
ministry.
Spring to the family meals.
Its converts have been a mighty
There are lots of ways to please
force Ior good and for God in their
the members of the family, because
city.
Its members have gone
rhubarb can be prepared in many
throughout the length and breadth
ways. Many people like to have
of the land, and to the uttermost
their rhubarb in the morning as
parts of the earth, carrying with
the breakfast fruit—or as a dessert
them the message of salvation first at a later meal.
learned within its walls.
Rhubarb pie is an all-time fa
It has assumed a place of leader
vorite for dessert. In fact, many
ship in the life of the community
people still call rhubarb the “pie
that God has seen fit to bless, and
plant." Pies can be made up in
exerted an influence for right that
just a plain two crust pie for ev
is difficult to measure by ordinary
eryday use or it can be prepared
means.
with a latticed top or a fluffy
Rev. John A. Barker.
meringue to make it festive. Or
rhubarb combined with strawber
ries or pineapple make another
combination that is a wonderful
pie filling.
But don’t get the idea that pie
______ By Carol Lane _______
is
the only use for rhubarb as a
Women’! Travel Authority
dessert. There are lots of others.
Cars are like people. When
Rhubarb Brown Betty, rhubarb
their innards are in good shape,
shortcake, or rhubarb tapioca pud
they hum along. But when
ding are among the other desserts
something ails them they may
that can be featured in family
whine, wheeze, snarl or just
quietly give up the ghost.
meals.

ANNOUNCING
A NEW

LUNCHEONETTE
AT

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
WILL OPEN SATURDAY

MCLAIN’S SHOE STORE
432 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 374-W

Specialty: Lobster Rolls
30c
Many Other Sandwiches
Will Be Served
300 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 446
ROt KLAND, ME.
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Gay Nineties Party

A Popular Food

Tips on Touring

Your car engine, when per
colating properly, has a smooth
rhythm of its own, and any un
familiar sound may mean
trouble is
brewing.
A “miss
ing” cylind e r may
mean a bad
spark plug
or ignition
trouble; a
heavy clickclicking
usually in
dicates valve or tappet trouble;
and grinding or growling usu
ally means serious trouble in
the transmission or rear axle.
I hope this advice doesn’t
lead to car-hypochondria. Most
older cars have small rattles
and squeaks that have nothing
to do with the efficiency of the
car’s motor But if you have any
doubts as to the source of a new
noise,-remember that-an early
trip to a service station can pre
vent costly repair bills later on.

Rockland, May 1.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Referring to the article written
by Marion MacG. Springer in to
day’s Courier-Gazette, she requests:
"Who will be the first to come up
' with the correct answer to the
question? W’here was our first
president born? Why is Mount
Vernon famous?"
I George Washington was bom in
Westmoreland County, Virginia.
Mount Vernon is a place In Fair
fax County, Virginia, 15 miles below
Washington, D. C., the homestead
and burial place of our first preslI dent.
Alice C. Hovey.
THE AUXILIARY MET

The Knox County Hospital Aux
iliary met on Tuesday to sew for
; the Hospital. Mrs. Emery Howard
] presented the slate of officers for
For social items in The Courier- I the year 1951-1952; Mrs. Mary
Gazette Phone 1044. Cltv
tf Southard, president; Mrs. MinerI va Small, vice president; Mrs
Emily Faber, secretary; Mrs. Beu
lah Allen, treasurer; Mrs Maude
I Eaton, auditor.
A gay maybasket of jonquils de; rorated the tea table. Mrs. South
ard and Mrs. Faber poured ana
were assisted in serving by Mis
Earle Perry and Mrs. Lawrence
i Miller, co-hostesses, Mrs. Emery
Howard, Mrs. John Snow, Mrs.
Fred Snow, Mrs. Alan Grossman
Mrs Hector Staples, Mrs Elmer
Witham. Mrs. Frederic Bird, Mrs
H. J. Weisman. Mrs. Sanford Delmot, Mrs. Claudette Buffum.

Senter- Crane ’s
o
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SEALTEST ICE CREAM

Ends Saturday Night May 5th

Take Advantage of the Many Bargains
All Departments
All Five Floors
SUITS

AT BARGAIN PRICES!
Our complete stock ot Lined Suits. All new
Spring goods.
Reg. 29.50 ......................... Sale $22.95
Reg. 39 50 ......................... Sale 32.95

Don’t miss this big GIFT offer while it lasts. The

*

cup cones are delicious—and it’s fun to fill them

Get the best

from the Sealtest Half Gallon. And remember! The

Sealtest Half Gallon brings you America’s best-liked

Get Sealtest

ice cream at a bargain.

Reg. 49.50

See the latest styles in Pun and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

RUMMAGE
SALE

COATS AT BARGAIN PRICES!
Shorties in white and pastels
Fleeces. Gabardines, etc.
All Sizes
10 to 44

$17.00

GENERAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION Division of Notionol Dairy Products Corp.

Stop at your Sealtest Dealer’s
♦*

First To Answer

•

SATURDAY. MAY 5
AT

.

GAR HALL

DON'T FORGET THE NICKERSON FABRIC SHOP MERCHANDISE IN BARGAIN ATTIC

today
•

C4

Sponsored by

Catholic Women’s Club

r Page SIX

Newt and

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce at
tended the Bet: r Homes Exhibit
which was held at the Exposition
Building in Portland last week.
Commander Donald MacMillan
will return to Camden next Tues
day 'o lecture artd show his colred moving pictures, so hat it
may be possible for all school chil
dren and parents who mi'sed him
last Fall, to enjoy the account of
th
mar.’, marvelous adventures
,r. ’.he north. The first performance
will be Tuesday night, May 8. at
tl: Camden Opera Kou e a, 8
o'clock; he se ond show, Wednes
day afternoon. May 9. at the Cam
den Movie Theatre, at 4.15 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton M t Cobb
ire on va ation from the Camden
National Eank.
Mrs. Maude Lawson held highest
ore at the Mi guntic-ok Grange
Wh t party last Saturday n ght;
Mr Lucia Hopkins received the
nd prize; and Mr-. Percy Har
dy. Hope; received the comolation.
I he Ladies of the G.A.R. will
meet at thc Grange Hall Friday
night, Beginning with a picnic sup
per at 6 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Cornells
arrived Tuesday to spend the next
everal months at their home on
Bay View street.
Mrs. Luella TUttle is entertain
ing the C.C.H. Club this afternoon
at her home on Chestnut street.
Mrs. Eduarda Boehm arrives to
of Mr . Marita Hawley, having re
day to prepare Camp Merestead for
turned from St. Augustine, Fla.,
the Summer’s guests.
wrhrre .-he has pent several month
The Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. D. D.,
with Mrs. Albert T. Gould.
preached at the Baptist Church in
Mrs. William Stanley and her Brunswick last Sunday.
! daughter, Mr- Arthur Wall . are
The Rev . Lynn Farnsworth conat Monhegan for a few day- where ' ducted the services at the loca!
she will reopen her home.
Bap ist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Leroy Whitman,
The Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Grif
t who have spen' the Winter in Flo fith of Monmouth were calling on
rida, have returned to their home friends in town last week. Mr. Grif
! on Main street, the home of Mrs fith is a former minister of the
Nelson Keene, formerly the Edwara Chestnut street Baptist Church
Ellis O'Brien home read.
here.

NORTH HAVEN

Reo 18” ....... $104.50
Royale 21” ... 124.50
Trimalawn 25” 210.00
Other Power Mowers
from $89.50 up

Stock of Hand Mowers

priced from $17.50 up

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20
THOMASTON. MAINE

William M. L'pham
Funeral services were held at the
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home
Monday for William M. Upham, 91,
who died at Camden April 27. The
Rev F. J Loungway officiated at
service. Interment was at Moun
tain View Cemetery.
Mr. Upham was born in Rock
port. July 23. 1859. son of Ambrose
and Roxie Lane Galley Upham.
He is survived by a sister, Mrs. Lu
cretia Richards, Camden; three
nieces and a nephew.

MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13
The speaker at the Sunday
morning service, 11 o’clock at North
Haven Baptist Church will be
Miss Leah Blanche Edgar of Hanchow, China. Miss Edgar will
speak at Union Church. Vinalha
ven, Sunday night.

William Metcalf

Here's a new use for your vacuum
cleaner: Use the upholstery tool
attachment to clean heavy over
coats, snowsuits and muddy over
shoes.

William Metcalf, Knowlton street
died Sunday at the age of 73. Fu
neral services were held Wednes
day from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
neral Home, the Rev. Melvin H

SUPER
MARKET

RED / WHITI
THOMASTON COMPLETE

BANANAS

FIRM
YELLOW
RIPE

SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT 5for29‘
CUKES
3 f»r 25‘
3,bs- 29‘
ONIONS
CARROTS 2 bchs- 19c
FRESH
CRISP

NEW

TEXAS

2S

PINEAPPLE JUICE

TOMATO JUICE
Z

TOMATOES
TONIC

33c

2 ibs. 29c

SHOULDERS
CHICKENS -

can-

&>cans
BIG

BOTS.

MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 8*

Spring Fashion Show

Another of Camden’s outstanding Mrs. Stillman Osgood went Mon
events is in the offing! On the eve day to Thomaston where she will
ning of Thursday. May 10, The be the guest of her daughter and
Spring Fashion Show, sponsored by -on-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood
•he Camden Community Hospita Sprawl. She was accompanied by
Auxiliary will take place at the her grandson Dennis Sprcwl who
Congregational Parish House at 8 has been visiting his grandpar
ents here.
o'clock.
Here will be modelled the style*
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew and
for Spring and Summer most prac David Duncan returned Monday
tical for this section of the coun from Portland where they attended
try and this communily. All the lo the Vinalhaven Reunion and Ban
cal dress shops will participate In quet Saturday night.
this Show by featur.ng the late;'
The Ladies of the G.AR. will
in sportswear, afternoon dre-se hold the monthly meeting Friday
graduation and bridal apparel with nigh; at the G.A.R. rooms. Supper
of course, suitable accessories.
will be served at 5.39. After the
The local gals, whose names are business meeting there will be a
given below,will model all prevail M ybasket party and Penny sale.
ing sizes so '.he ladies will be able
Misses Edith MacDonald. Lois
to choose the styles best suiting Webster and Phyllis Bogren who
their requirements.
have been spending a short vaca
The models will beiMiss Jane tion at their homes here returned
McKay. Mrs. Charle Merritt, Mrs Monday to Gorham State Teachers
John Miller, Miss Margaret Han- 1 College where they are students.
sell. Mrs. John Montgomery, Mrs j The 4-H Club, The Progressive
Frank Sawyer, Mrs. Earl Filler , Islanders, met Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Robert Rippey, Mrs. Wa'.te'; at the Firemen’s Hall and the
Strang, Mrs. Henry Dietz, Miss i members received War Saving
Ruth Mathews, Mrs. Millett Per- I

DANCE

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
EVERY THURSDAY
8.30 to 12.00

DOOR PRIZES WEEKLY
Music By

CHARLIE WOODCOCK

kins, Mrs. Vere Crockett. Mrs
Paul Millington, and Mrs. Morgan
Elmer, Miss Barbara Tounge, Mrs.
Sandra Goodwin and Miss Linda
Passmore.
Mrs. G. C. Underwood of Rock
port will be the commentator and
Mrs. Harry Tounge, Jr., will fur
nish the incidental music.
Tickets for the Spring Fashion
show may be obtained at the Vil
lage Shop. Don't miss it. The
committee in charge are hinting
that there will be a “surprise" fea
ture which will be most intriguing!

NEW SHOW TIMES: 2.00—6.40—8.45

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
THE MOST ENJOYABLE MOVIE OF THE
SEASON...ABOUT THE MOST
ENJOYABLE SEASON OF THE YEAR!
"THE MATING SEASON”

BEANS

29c LARD

TIERNEY

LUND

RASPBERRY

Dry

skim-milk

powder

keeps I

longer than powdered whole milk
in which butterfats have been left

tall can 37c
REG. SIZE
( AN

MAINE
PACK

* 25c

CALIF.
PEA

Pl RE
1 LB. PKG.

2

33c

GAY NINETIES CABARET and

CARD PARTY
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH VESTRY
THURSDAY, P7IAY 10—7.30 P. Wl.
ADMISSION 75c PER PERSON

A Dessert Served Promptly at 7.30

53-54
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Dine With

5#

Pleasure
AT THE

Bay View Hate/
DuBarry is Back!
Gifted Artist of the Piano and Solo Vox Will Provide

LUNCHEON AND DINNER MUSIC
It is with genuine pride that Mr. Zaflriou presents

CAMDEN THEATRE

this fine attraction.

Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00

STEAK, LOBSTER, SHORE DINNERS,
LUNCHEONS

A Little Boy Sat On the Throne
cf England and Changed History.

He was

The Bay View Presents Quality Food for Your

“The Mud Lark”

Eating Pleasure,

Starring
IRENE Dl'NNE

NIGHTLY BAY VIEW ATTRACTION

WALDO

HODKINS

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

ER
ERLING,

TH E

3 cans 25c
3 lb. box 45c

RUBINSTEIN CLUB

THE ARROW HEAD BOYS

tri. M t»

B,KMt -tMt W Ij'l.-W I—

TO OIK FRIENDS:
Occasionally a motion picture will come along which has
merits that ordinary advertising mediums cannot display prop
erly. "THE .MATING SEASON" is one of these films . . . a
powerful ray of movie sunshine, charged with plenty of laugh
vitamins. I’m sure that you will agree that Thelma Ritter is the
greatest comedienne find of a decade.
THE MANAGEMENT.

Also: Late News—MacArthur Homecoming
STRAWBERRY OR

Stamp Books. After the meeting
games were played and luncheon of
sandwiches and salads was pre
pared and served by the Cooking
Class. Plans were made for the
Serving and Cooking Classes to fur
nish articles for the sale to be held
by the Farm Bureau. May 3.
Miss Ruth Dearborn who passed
the week-end here with her par
ents, Mr .and Mrs. Harland Dear
born, returned Monday to Nasson
Institute, Springvale to resume her
studies.
Mrs Vera Johnson and daugh
ter Miss Dorothy Johnson arc
guests of Mrs. Johnson’s brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Meredith Trefy at New Louden
Conn.
Mrs. Ellen Conary was hostess
to the "Ni: Wits" Tuesday night
at her heme on East Boston road
for lunch and a social evening de
voted to sewing and knitting.
Mrs. Mary Tolman was hostess
to the Birthday Club Friday night
at her home on Carver street. Sup
per consisting of Chinese food was
-srved. The table was attrac’ive
with a centerpiece in keeping with
the season, an orchid and white
Maybasket filled with yellow and
white Spring flowers. The evening
was pleasantly passed with handi
work of var.ous kinds.
Jeannette Doris Carter, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Car
ter, celebrated her fourth birth
day April 30 by entertaining sev
eral of her young friends at her
home on Granite street. Various
games were played, prizes fOT the
jelly bean hunt being won by Ron
nie Davis and Diane Tolman. The
little hostess received many lovely
gilts. Refreshments included a
beautifully decorated C3ke in the (
form of a May basket made by Mrs
May Brown. Those present were
Billy and Rosalie Holmquist, Do-■
lores and Maxine MacDonald. Er
rol and Diane Tolman, Didsie
Crossman, Ronnie Davis and Lau
retta and Jeannette Carter. Moth
ers present were Mrs. Ernest Tol
man, Mrs. Harold MacDonald.
Mrs. Olaf Holmquist and Mrs 1
Burton Carter.

THURS.-FRI., MAY 3-4

SHRIMP

25c CORN
nq

VINALHAVEN

FRANKFORTS
SALT PORK

2 lbs. 29c SPAGHETTI
9 tall

Dorr D. D. officiating. Intermen'
was in Mountain View cemetery.
Mr. Metcalf was bom in Appleton. ug. 3, 1877. on of Isaac and
Mary Metcalf. He had been a resi
dent of Camden for 39 years.

FANCY SKINLESS

39c TUNA FISH
48 OZ.

I Iks fiom a'l sections of thc Pin.’ Tree State goi their till of steamed clams and boiled lobsters in the
big Black A Gay factory at Thomaston last night. Hets to the fifth annual seafood dinner for Maine Elkdom were Fred Black and his son Gerald. Above, left, is the genial host, Fred, together with Rockland's
Exalted Ruler Mike Ariro and Gerald Black. Over 290 Elks and their guests were present at the affair
which has become a statewide institution.

2-Th-tf

BUTTER 83c OLEO 29c
peaches

Boston Vignettes

New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm. 50c tax inc.

FOOD
STORE

entangled in her pet dog’s rope. She
fell on her right arm. breaking the
bone m the upper arm next to the
shoulder blade.
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
Correspondent
A three-act rural play will be
presented Saturday night. May 5,
Telephone 10-24
at Town Hal! by Odd Fellows Club
of Cooper's Mills for benefit of
Saturday May 5. the American Seven Tree Grange.
Legion Auxiliary sponsors the
Poppy Drive. Christine Savage,
leader of the Girl Scouts will di
i Continued from Page One)
rect the girls, and an award will
be given Memorial Day Ijo the girl ness? And you were a shipfitter
who makes the most sales.
weren't you for a while?" Joe still
Mrs. Della Warren and daughter. has a pocketful of pesetas—Mr
Mrs. Ralph Waning of Vassaiboro Dunn—a subordinate stands prac
tically at attention, silent. Thus
were recent visitors in town.
stand
the cherubim.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe, Jr.,
Four minutes, a life history on a
who have been in Washington.
D. C., the past few months, are at file slip. The top man filling it out
not the applicant. I can't resist a
the Burnham-Howe cottage.
Herbert awes attended Wednes quip on the way out." I came irom
day a meeting of Maine Breeders a small town y’know. There, you’d
stick jour head in the door and
Association in Vassaiboro.
Rev. A. I. Oliver .pastor of the say “Hey, toots, got a story for
Methodist Church, announces Sun yuh.” Shock on the young man’s
day, May 6 will be observed as face. Shock on Mr. Winslow’s, too
Mother’s Day with appropriate probably, if anyoodj’ reallj' did it
A prettj- colored girl on the ele
services. His subject "Tribute To
Mother" and each member of the vator now, at the control. Adver
arguing about
junior choir will receive a carna tising salesmen
tion in memory of their mother. blind ads—a chauffeur on Beacon
No services at Methodist Episcopal Hill; magnolias in bloom—Park
Church, Maj- 13. due to a confer Street Under with its labyrinth relieved by signs, thank goodness—A
ence in Bath.
Friendly Circle of the M. E. full trolley, the starter closing the
Church held their last public din doors bj' hand and whistling the
ner for the season Tuesday. The motorman on—it empties last;
sum of $38. was received. The South Bos:on is one of Boston’s
Committee in charge was Ethel manj' bedrooms.
One more daj- of this sort of
Creighton. Avis Nichols, Doris
Robbins. Thc President announced search; :hen the mechanical trades
the chairmen of the Baeaar in Au The kaleidoscope shifts; lights on
gust: Florence Calderwood, Char a hill across an estuary, the State
lotte Hawes and Emma Robbins. House Dome, the air beacons on
House
Tower—moving
Thcj- in turn appointed several Custom
lights; a victory freighter leaving
committees.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiggin her dock to anchor in midstream.
leave Saturday for a week's visit Wonder if I helped put that one
in Haverhill, Mass. Mr. Wiggin’s together? I saw her at the dock
mother. Mrs. Harold Williams, will earlier; a Norwegian name.
Boston—she’s a hussy in armor
visit with a friend in Manchester.
a prim and decorus wanton. I like
Maine.
Mrs. Harold Fossett had the mis the flavor still.
fortune to fall Saturday, after being
Kenneth H. Cassens

UNION

Telephone 2214

Gerald Eradley of Boston was a Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pierce in
week-end guest of his parents, Mr. Jefferson la->t week, wh.le attend
and Mrs. Stanley Smith. He was ing the annual ccn.ention of the
home to attend the funeral ot Maine Fedtra'ion of Music Clubin Augusta. Mrs. A. Everlst Des
his brother. Kenn th Bradley.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Petr e ot jardins of Augusta and Thamaston
Dorchester. Mass., were guests ot a member of the h -te s club, the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Smith ot Cecelia, served on -everal impoiThomaston over the week-end to tant committee;, and helped main
attend the funeral of their nephew the four-day convention a very
successful one.
Kenneth Bradley
Pythian Sisters w.ll held theii
Mrs. Marion Kelley, Mrs. Vir
ginia McAuliffe
and daugh er regular meeting Friday night at
Anne, returned to Boston Mon_ay 7 o'clock.
Miss Paulette Miller ha returned
after being guests of Mr. and Mrs
Stanley Smith. They were here to home from Knox Iiospita’.
attend the funeral of the r grand
Mr. and Mrs. Fredeiick Gri wold
son and nephew, Kenneth Bradley who have spen the Vinter in New
Mrs. William Stanley has re Jersey, have rctu n d to ti e r
turned to her daughter's and son- home on Main stre> . formerly the
in-laws’ home
after
pendin'? home of the late Albert T. Go ild.
several weeks with her daughter
Mrs. Grac. Collamore is staying
Mrs. Abbie Walls at Northea t at the Knox Hosp.tal at e. return
Harbor.
ing from a visit with her on anti
Mr. and Mrs Roy Enter o.t and daughter .n New York.
family have nto.ed from the Hilda
The B. nd Pa en. are
o.i orKeyes apartmen- on Wad;v rth ing a style shew and card party
street to the Pierpont hou e on May 4. Friday at 7.35 at Watt
Beechwood street.
hall. Tho e wish ng reserva lens
Parents having children entering for the card party te’e hoi e 72.
school for the first time this Fal.
Mr>. Warren
Eul'ieh-’
has reare requested to register them Fri turned to Marblehead, Ma s., attei
day. May 4. at the Lura Libby spending a few days with her par
school from 8.39 a. m. to 3 p. m ents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard O
The child must be five years of age Elliot.
on or before Oct. 15, 1951. Please
Mrs. Richard Hall and daughter
bring birth certificate.
Debra Anne, have returned home
Mrs. Grace M. Strout and Mi , trom the Knox Ho. pital.
Margaret Simmons were guests ol
Miss Alice George is the gue-t

POWER MOWERS

Fred Black Proves A Great Host!

MISS HELEN M RICH
Correspondent

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

RICE
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In Novelty Song and Dance Routine.
Until Midnight.

W

★ IBIJIBWB * I

LAST TIMES TODAY
THURSDAY, MAY 3
Yan Heflin, Yvonne De Carlo
Preston Foster, Jack Oakie
Tom Tully in
“TOMAHAWK"
In Technicolor

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MAY 4-5
Double Feature
John Barrymore, Jr., with
Chili Wills, Lois Butler in

-At IH ★

THURSDAY, FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

aft.G-f* P'eSenlS
k

&

iwirf

"HIGH LONESOME"
In Technicolor
Also on the program
“CUBAN FIREBALL"
With Estellita Rodriguez

Nightly

SHOW’S: 2.00—6.40—8.45

gfcRRV

>

tf.

Lamplighters Coming
Concert Under Rotary Club
Auspices, Universalist
Church Friday Night

*

4

tf
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TuesdayTfiursBay-Safunfav
Listen to the Lambs,
Dett
(Soprano Solo, Miss Kay Moore)
Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho,
Negro Spiritual
(Tenor Solo, Stanley McCurdy)
The Lamplighters’ Pull Chorus
Songs For Men

THEIR SILVER WEDDING

Fewer Unemployed

Page Seven

WAS A FAMOUS INSTITUTION

Optimism Contained In the
March Report By the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gerrish Keep Open House
Thomaston Academy Brought Much Credit To
Security Commission

John Peel,,
Must interest is being manifested
Old English Hunting Song |
in the Lamplighters’ concert to be I Shenandoah,
given in the Community Buildng
Traditional Sea ChanteyFrday nght. The program follows: Winter Song. Frederic Field Bullard
i Baritone Solo, Harold Townes»
Songs of the Season
| The Lamplighters’ Men’s Chorus
Now Epring in all her Glory,
Songs in the Popular Vrtn
Jacques Arcadelt
Deep in My Heart,
Prom Lucerne to Weggison.
Sigmund Romberg
Swiss Polk Song
The Whiffenpoof Song,
Songs of Faith
Minnegorode-Pomeroy-Gallway
A Mighty Portress is Our God,
I Carmena.
H. Lane Wilsn
Har. Johann Doles
Theme Song
Give Ear Unto My Prayer,
The Lamplit Hour, Arthur A Penn
Jacques Arcadelt .. The Lamplighters Pull Chorus ..
Zion Hears the Watchman Sing
ing,
Philipp
Nicolai
The Lamplighters’ Full Chorus

and Have Eighty Guests

the Town a Century Ago

On a statewide basis, the numbei
of unemployed showed a very sub
stantial decrease during the month
of March, according to a summary
of iocal office reports made tcday
by the Maine Employment SecurityCommission.
Although there were employ
ment low spots in northern ana
central eas:em Maine, most other
sections saw industrial demand- foi
labor remain strong throughout
the month. Shoe manufacturing
textile manufacturing, marine hard
ware, machinery manufacturing,
wood
products
manufacturing
Songs For Women
Caecho-Slovakian Dance Song,
wholesale and retail trade, ship
Popular Melody Sgt. McLean In Rockland
building and the canning of sea
En Evan’, Grenadie,
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays
foods all made substantial demands
Creole Polk Song
upon the labor market. There were
For
Enlistments
Lanrplifghters’ Women’s Chorus
also demands made lor workers foi
Songs of the Heart
S. Sgt. Lawrence A. McLean. US
railroad repair shops, knitting mills
Serenade,
Schubert A F., of the U. S. Army and U. S.
and in early construction work
AU Through the Night,
Old Welsh Air Air Force Recruiting Service has an
but these demands were not heavy
(Contralto Solo, Miss Mira Barnaby) nounced additional Air Force va
and were confined to local areas
cancies. “Five men a day are being
The Lamplighters’ Pull Chorus
Material shortages in textiles and
Songs of the Deep South
shipped from the Recruiting main
leather caused some minor cur
Old Polks At Home.
station in Portland, to Sampson Air
tailments in certain secticns of the
Stephen C. Poster
Deep River,
Negro Spiritual Force Base at Geneva, N. Y.” said
State. Weather conditions lorced
S Sgt. McLean
"Although this
a suspension of legging and lum
number seems small, many more
Mr and Mrs. Harry Gerri-h ob of Stonington, mother of Mrs., bering activities in many sections
men now can be processed each day.' served their 25th wedding anni Gen-ish and Mrs. Morris Gerrish but plans were being made in manyhe stated.
versary Sunday at. their home at of Portland, mother of Mr. Ger- 1 instances to operate through the
In addition, SSgt. McLean indi
Spring thaw In order to meet
cated that Army vacancies are still 116 Summer street wth open rish and Maurice and Charles. strong demands for lumber.
wide open with plenty of opportuni house and buffet supper at 6 30. Crockett of Manchester, N. H .
The substantial decrease record-,
ty for choice jobs A wide choice is There were 80 guests in attend brothers of Mrs. Gerrish.
ed in unemployment resulted from
still available to men with prior ance. The spacious rooms were
Mrs. Gerrish, the lormer Bertha many factors including a wide
Magging backache, loss of pep and energy,
lovely with a profusion of flowei s Crockett of Stonington, and Mr.
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow service.
spread settlement of labor condi
down of kidney function. Doctors say good
S Sgt. McLean is in the Rockland They were the recipients of many Gerrish whose home was in Port tions in many textile plants, pre
kidney function is very important to good
health. When some everyday condition, such Employment Office each Tuesday cards, flowers and gifts.
land, were married at the Beacon liminary work for what promises |
as stress and strain, causes this important
Mrs. Gerrish was assisted in serv House in Boston on May 2, 1£*26
function toslow down, many folks suffer nag and Thursday from 1130 a m. to
to be an unusually active season
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
ing by her sister, Mrs. Harry Sha They came to Rockland in 1937 and
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may 3 p. m.
in construction, the early packing
cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
piro and her sister-in-law, Mrs since then have operated the Carof seafood in some sections and
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi
The National Geographic Society Maurice Crockett of Manchester, roll Cut Rate Store,
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
A century ago one of the best
preparations for the packing sea
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
known educational institutions in
over 60 years. It’s amazing how many times says early American bicycles were N. H., and Miss Evelyn Segal ot
son
in
others
and
some
out-migra

Doan’s give happy relief from these discom called
For social items in The Couriervelocipedes, hobby horses Rockland. Other out of town
forts—help the 16 milesof kidney tubes and fil
tions of skilled labor to defense Eastern Maine was Thomaston
tf
guests were Mrs. Philip Crockett Gaiette. Phone 1044. Cltv
ters flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills today! and dandy carriages.
Academy, a feature of which ap
plants in other states.
pears herewith through the cour
tesy of Kay Turner, a collector of
WEST WALDOBORO
antiques, with headquarters at The
Mr, and Mrs. Byron Mills have Thorndike Hotel.
! received word that their son 1st.
Supplementing this rare picture
I Lt. Neil Mills, of the Marines, stais a copy of the Academy's cata
t tioned in Korea, has been wounded. logue loaned to The Courier-Ga
I Delbert Winchenbach is employed zette by Mrs. Lois Creighton, whose
| at the Sample Shipyard in Booth- mother is listed among the stu
bay Harbor.
dents of that period.
Miss Helen Johnson of Plymouth,
The officers of the Board of
Mass., spent last week with Mrs. Trustees include the names of dis
Arnold Standish.
tinguished Thomaston citizens, leng
Mrs. Emily Hunt of North Con since gone to their reward. Dr. M
way N. H., was at her home here E. Ludwig was president, Hon. John
Friday.
Ruggles secretary, and Capt. Oli
Kenneth Krah and Richard Van ver Jordan treasurer. On the ex
nah, who has employment in North ecutive committee were Hon. Ben
YOURS
Haven, spent the week-end at their jamin Carr. Hon. Atwood Leven
homes here.
saler, Joseph Berry esq.. John D
Paul Hilton, E.M. lc. and Mrs. Barnard, esq., and Albert P.
Hilton of Norfolk, Va. are spend Gould esq.
ing several days with his parents,
Principals of the Academy were
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton.
Henry M. Paine, A. M., and Wil
Edward McGrath has employ liam H. Hobbie. A. M.. Miss Anna
ment in Massachusetts.
Randall was teacher of music and
Jack Mills, UB.N.C.B.C., who has French, and Miss Eveline Paine
VALUE
been stationed at Port Hueneme, was assistant in the Primary De
Calif., spent several days last week partment.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The student summary shows for
Our Demoiutrater will finish this
I* Bristle Brush Value 35c
Byron Mills before reporting to the year 1853 that there were 115
lovely vase for you in the striking
Norfolk, Va.
men and 119 women.
Japalac Enamel Value 43c
new Tiffany effect*and in your own
John Poster has returned home
The English Department had
desired
colors-while
you
wait.
(Any Color)
from the Maine General Hospital, textbooks in mathematics, geog
Portland.
raphy and history, natural sciences
THIS OFFER LIMITED—VASES WILL ONLY BE GIVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz and Curt Polity. Intellectual and Moral
Apply Japalac Enamel to furniture, wood work,
TO FIRST 150 ADULTS ON FRIDAY AND TO FIRST 150
walls, toys, etc., inside or out and watch the brushMr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach Philosophy and English Language
marks melt away Dries in 4 hours with a high
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
ADULTS ON SATURDAY. DON’T MISS THIS OFFER!
In the Classical Department was
gloss that is washable. Made in 16 beautiful colors.
Smith in Augusta Friday night.
taught French, Latin and Greek.
Alfred Jackson has been a pa
The Academical year was divided
tient at the Bath Hospital.
into four terms of 11 weeks each.
.SP*B
The tuition per term was $3 for
SOUTH HOPE
Common English. $4 for Higher
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery of
Rockland, called on relatives here
Sunday.
Mrs. Amelia Dornan of East
Union visited Monday with her
mother, Mrs. Susie Hemenway, who
was confined in bed a few day-6.
Joseph Gath, a patient at Maine
General Hospital, Portland, the
past four weeks, underwent surgical
treatment. Monday.
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw entertained
SAVES HAIE
For limited time Only
the Red Cross Tuesday.
Endurance Imperial saves
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts, who was the
painting time and labor costs,
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Gladys
Mills, has returned to Pownal.
because one coat will make
REGULAR PRICES

Air Force Vacancies

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE

*

PAINT
DAYS

Glidd

MAY 4th and 5th

JAPALAC ENAMEL SPECIAL

A BEAUTIFUL

♦

tf

tfs.

BUD VASE

in Vinalhaven and Warren. Thus
the descendants of many of those
first Irish masters have always
been active in promoting educa
tion.
' The school was opened in the
basement of the Congregational
Church on :he site of the present
Catholic Church under the direc
tion of E. Hutchinson who had
previously conducted
a private
high school in the town The grant
of iand was -old for $4,900 and
with the individual gifts to aled
nearly $6,000. In 1848 the academy
building wa erected at a cost ot
$3,000 and still stands as the cen
tral part of Thomasion High School
building. The bell tower and the
columns on the front are of the
original building. Thomaston Ac
ademy. as an institution, existed
for thirteen yean. it was well pa
tronized ar.d
maintained high
standards.
"A full four years’ Latin course
was maintained and lessons were
given in 'noth Attic and New Testa,
ment Greek. As a means to secure
a strict observance of the rules
and regulations of the academy, a
daily record was kept of the at
tendance, scholarship, and deport
ment of each scholar, with reports
of these facts to the school, trust
ee and parent In 1853, l. was an.
nounced that in the Spring ana
Fall terms
particular attention
would be given to those who are
preparing to become teachers in
our common schools.
The Academy catalogue was not
averse to giving Thomaston a little
publicity The following appeared
on one of it’s pages:
“This Institution is pleasantly
located in Thomaston. Me., one ot
the most beautiful and salubrious
villages in the State, being hand-omely situated on the George's
River, about 15 miles from its
mouth, and accessible by steam
boats and -hips, its means of com
munication are speedy, direct ana
various.

English. $4 for rudiment of the
Languages, $5 for the more ad
vanced classics, and $5 for Navi
gation, Surveying. Geometry ano
Trigonometry.
Extra tuition, $2 for pencil ano
“Among the objects of Interest
crayon drawing, $2.50 for mono
chromatic and colored drawing, $4 which engage the attention of the
for oil painting and $8 for piano stranger, are the elegance of its
buildings, its magnificent state pri.
music.
son. its neat, finely arranged, ano
Board was to be obtained in1
beautifully shaded streets, and the
private families for $1.50 to $2 a
-obriety. politeness and hospitality
week.
of its citizens.
In 1937 the University of Maine
The primary objects sought al
published in the Maine Bulletin
ter by the founders of this Acad
an article entitled “The History of
emy are the following: To afford
Secondary Educations in Knox
such facilities of instruction as
and Lincoln Counties” by Frank j
would suitably qualify the student
Leander Staples Morse of Thom
for the performance of the ordin
aston. from which the above para
ary business transactions of life;
graphs are taken
to provide means adapted to the
“Measures were taken to establish
educational wants of teachers In
an academy in 1844. Subscriptions
our public schools; and finally, to
were obtained to the amount of J
furnish a thorough and systematic
$1,108 and April 7, 1845, an act oil
course of instruction preparatory
incorporation was obtained and
for entering college.”
one half township of land wa'!
granted, number three in the i
SOUTH WARREN
fourth range in Aroostook County j
The season is approaching when
The conditions under which this
annual clean-up work is necessary
land was granted were that the I
at the cemetery and anyone in
academy should have corporate
terested in its appearance will
property to the amount of $1,000
please mail or send their contribu
and that it should go into opera-1
tion to Mrs. Doris Maxey, Warren,
tion by Sept. 1, 1847. The annual
R D. 2.
property income was not to be over i
$2,000 and the number of trustees
was to be not less than 11 or morel
ACME
than 20.
EXTERMINATING
CO.
'•Among the large contributors
We rid your premises of
toward the academy were W. Sin
any vermin.
ger. a descendant of Faithful S nFor information phone
ger, the first teacher in Bcothbay
and a wealthy sea captain, and1
LLOYD’S, INC.
John O'Brien, a descendant of the
646 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
man bearing the same name who
44-Th*8-tf
was among the very first teachers

HOUSE PAINT

s

BUY ONE CAN AT REGULAR PRICE
GET ANOTHER, SAME SIZE, FOR 1c

your house look like new.
vU-GAl“y * «0T.“v * ■ PT. |

Contains entirely new pig
ments— plus Titanium, pure

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

White Lead, and Linseed Oil.

Y

4-OZ. BOTTLE

With This Coupon

A Sensational NEW GLID-N Liquid Cleaner. Try
it on dishes, walls, woodwork, windows, the family

It’s a gleaming White house
paint that stays White longed
Leaves no brush marks.
Uniform thickness ever
entire surface. Here's a
weatherproof White house
paint with improved hiding

car, and you’ll never go back to old-fashioned soap

... the truly long-lasting

cleaners!

White you’ve been looking

the month ! Buy offheyear!

g/i

NEW STUDEBAKER COMMANDER V-D

far all these years.

Amazingly powered!
Attractively priced!

Sparkling performance!
A beauty in looks!
Exceptional value!
Another Ollddon Faint from tho
fomowt "Tlmo-Te»ted " labor at or io t
• . . you con depend on its quality.

509-513 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1574

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
245 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 980

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THE MATING SEASON ” AT STRAND KNOW YOUR OWN SCHOOLS

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•nee for 54 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cent*
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will br accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR

as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

VISIT our Thrift Shop for real
TUBEROUS Begonias, Gloxinias,
Double Petunias. Geraniums, and bargains in used and close-out
other blossoming plants, shrubs, Washers. Ranges and Refrigerators.
perennials and pansies. DEAN'S CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO
NURSERY, 32S Old County Road.
53-56
Tel. 348-J.
52"54
HOUSE of eight rooms and bath
ALL-Mahogany 30 ft. Speed for sale; cemented cellar, central
Boat, 225 h.p. for sale. Can be seen heat, garage, good lot of land.
at SNOW MARINE BASIN. Tel. North End location. CaU at 39
211-J.
52*54 PARK ST.
53-55

(By Vere B. Crockett)
In the Spring of 1947 Rockland
•, •:, ? / V * / a ,
St
High School had an orchestra
! composed of 12 students. This or
chestra had been playing since the
Fall of 1946 and had performed
for school plays and other func
tions that needed music. For a
school with the enrollment that
Rockland has this was a very small
instrumental group. In the Fall
ol 1947 it was decided to start a
band and the Conn Musical Instru
ment people of Boston were asked
to come to Rockland and give a
musical instrument demonstration
for the parents and their children.
The demonstration was successful
and a band was formed. By the
|
end of the Spring of 1948 there
were approximately 35 mmdbers in
this organization. At the present
time the membership is 40
A new screen comedy with a top Letter to Three Wives" reportedly
The band played at the Eastern
flight cast and a refreshingly or establishes herself as filmlands Maine Music Festival in Augusta
funniest and most lovable comedtiginal story will set up shop on the
in 1949 and received a B rating
ienne in "The Mating Season
Strand Theatre screen starting to Cast as a hamburger stand opera which was considered very good for
day with the opening of Para tor, she closes shop and hitch hike the length of time they had been
playing. Their next appearance
mount’s 'The
Mating Season,' out to her son’s love nest to work
will be at the Band Jamboree at
starring John Lund and Gene her hilarious brand of magic on a
Tierney, and with the fabulous wild marital mix up. What hap the Community Building on May
Thelma Ritter in her richest com pens then is said to constitute the 1, and they also have 20 of their
edy role to date. The film deals with brightest and warmest comedy to members in the Composite Band
the merry and tumultuous conse come from the screen in many sea which will play at that time. The
rehearsals are on Wednesdays at
quences of a marriage between a sons.
the McLain Building at 8 o’clock
sumptuous socialite and a toy from
The film which continues through
in
the morning for 45 minutes and
the other end of town.
Saturday night also features love
According to advance audiences, ly Mariam Hopkins and Jan Ster at 3.15 o'clock in the afternoon for
this is the laugh treat of the year ling. Shows will be held at 2 p. m one hour rehearsal.
After the morning rehearsal,
as well as the vehicle that will 6.40 and 8.45 p. m. daily.
there
is some time for individual
send Miss Ritter zooming to star
Also featured on the same pro
dom. Thelma who had previously gram will be the latest news ol instruction, but due to the time ele
been cited for her fine comedy por General MacArthur's triumphant ment. many of the students are
having private lessons outside of
trayals in “AU About Eve" and ‘A homecoming.
school. More students should do
this as it would help the band and
at the Navy Yard in Kittery, spent themselves to great extent. At
SEARSMONT
the week-end with Mrs. Goebel at
this time here is alto a Junior Band
Mrs. Victoria Hilton has returned their home here.
of 25 pieces, which rehearses every
to South Norwalk. Conn., after
Mr and Mrs. Hale Sparrow and Wednesday from 12.30 to 1.30. These
staying for a few weeks at her rent
family of North Searsmont were students take half of this time out
in the parsonage.
dinner guests and Mrs. Katherine of their noon hour which indicates
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Osborne,
Wade and Mrs. Evelyn Bradley, that the interest in this organiza
Mrs. Alleine Adams, and Mrs. Al
both of Belfast, callers of Mrs. Ada tion is growing continually.
bert Bardsley. Sr., attended Guest
Howard and her son Dudley on
The purpose of the band is not
Officers' Night of Anchor Chapter,
Sunday.
necessarily to make finished musi
O.EB. in Searsport, April 23. and
Mr. and Mrs Walter Poor and cians of the students, but rather
Mrs. Adams acted as guest mar
shal. and Mr. Osborne as guest Sen Sylvester Pool, all of Augusta, to show him what he can do with
called on Mrs Jennie Caswell and music if he so desires. There have
tinel.
j family Sunday.
been many good musicians gradu
Charles McCurdy of Jamaica.
Due to the closing of the Com ated from Rockland High School
Vt., and his brother-in-law, Capt.
and there will be more. The band
Albert Barnes, called at the Cobb munity Church for the annual
Maine Methodist Conference, in not only gives the student the
home recently.
Bath, on May 13. Mother’s Day chance to use his msical talent,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Babcock
will be observed on May 6. with an bu also shows him teamwork and
are visiting relatives in Massachu
appropriate address by the Pastor.
setts.
Rev. J. Clarke Collind. Services
COTTAGES
A large number of both local resi will be resumed on Mav 20.
dents and citizens of nearby towns
WANTED A COTTAGE
WANTED: To buy a Cottave.
attended the auction at the farm
A Yugosalvia firm will make
of Mr and Mrs. Lester Stearns. electric trucks to run 37 miles on must be on the water and in good
condition,
with electricity and
April 36.
one battery charge.
telephone available J. M. HUMPH
Richard Goebel, who is employed
REY!. , /'el. Camden 2859
53'55
WANTED A COTTAGE
WANTED
Cottage wanted, to sleep seven.
WOMAN for clerical work want July 16 to 29 Conveniences. Good
ed; bookeeping experience desir fishing, swimming, 30 mile radius of
WANTS TO SEE YOU
able, but not necessary. Apply ; Rockland Write CHARTES FREE
ABOUT
ROUND TOP DAIRY. 75 Park St. | MAN. 75 Heather Lane, New Brit
______ ___________________ 53-55 I ain, Conn.
51-54
BOY S Bicycle wanted. 24" wheel
43-62
TEL. 1317-M._______________ 53 56
TO LET

burrowes" "aluminum
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and Combination Storm Window and
Screen
Howard, 17. Catskill. State inspected
STILL AVAILABLE
and sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000.
E. T. LONG.
C.OD. orders filled. LEROY LUCE.
Tel. 8230 days, 1503 nights
Washington. Me. Tel. 9-14
53*65
_________
53tf
FOR SALE
ELECTRIC
Stove
and
Boy's
Bi
Six-room House, all modern,
down-town location, price reduced cycle for sale. TEL. Warren 2-2.
53*55
for quick sale.
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale
Nicely-located
large
modern
House, suitable for home or tour at Glen Cove. Howard 17 1 Pre
ists. Sickness forces owner to sell. mier) and Sparkle. $2.50 a hundred.
Any reasonable offer considered. Three hundred lor $6. Hand dug.
I have many inquiries for Sprayed. WILL LUFKIN. R 1.
53*56
houses, 6-8 rooms; also small and Rockland.
large acreage farms.
REAL ESTATE
I will be glad to list any type
A 7-room House (3 sleeping
property located in Knox County, rooms.!, bath, fireplace, central
and make free inspections.
heat, garden spot, and near central
L. A. THURSTON.
location $5200.
38 Beech St.,
Tel. 1159
A duplex in central location with
_____
52-54 income of $75 per month for $5500.
1948 CREVROIET Tudor Sedan
At the North End a two-family
for sale, equipped with air-ride House with 4 rooms and bath, first
tires, radio and heater. WiU seU floor; apartment with flush on
under ceding price. CaU at 161 2d floor, $3800.
LIMEROCK ST.
51 53
A good little 4-room House with
1949 FORD, custom, 4-dr. Sedan flush, neat and clean for $1700.
A completely new House equipped
with overdrive: 1949 Keizer, special,
4-dr. Sedan; 1949 Olds. 98, converti with all latest and modem im
ble; 1948 Studebaker. 4 dr. regal provements, plus fireplace. About
deluxe; 1949 Champion Studebaker an acre of land (more if desired).
5- passenger Coupe; 1950 Studebaker This house is of excellent construc
champion, 2-dr sedan; 1949 Chev. tion, but wiU be sold for less than
Fleetline, 4-dr. sedan; 1950 Cham cost as owner has other plans,
pion Studebaker, 4-dr. sedan; 1943 $12600.
The McKay Radio Property, in
Studebaker Land Cruiser; 1946
Packard cUpper. 4-dr. sedan; 1939 Cushing, on the St. George River.
Plymouth. 4-dr. sedan; 1940 Chev. The house has steam heat, bath,
cemented basement, 3-car garage.
panel truck for sale.
New cars and trucks available, AU in good repair. More than 100
are one 2-ton and one 116-ton truck acres of land with long frontage
for sale. Also two champions and on the river. $85CO.
Keys with F. H. WOOD, Court
two commanders.
ROCKLAND
53-54
MOTOR COMPANY. 345 Main St. House.
Tel. 920
51-53
SEWING
Machines,
Chairs,
Rockers, High Chairs, Crib. Stroll
er, Carriages. Chest. Stands, Tools,
MEASURED AND INSTALLED
Dishes, etc. for sale. WEAVER'S,
Made To Measure
91 Main St., Thomaston. Tel. 345-2.
50-55
Venetian Blinds
Variety of
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale;
18,000 miles. $650
BICKNELL'S
Window Shades and
HARDWARE. ______________ 50tf
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for
Wall Paper
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in
spected. Howard 17. Temple, Fairland, Fairfax, Sparkle, CatskiU, 100,
313 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
$3; 1000. $20; 10.000 $18; Great
53-54
Bay, 100, $6; 1000, $30; Gem Everbearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26. Sprayed
ONE or two small Children want
FOR SALE
and fumigated, freshly dug, post
THREE-Room downstairs Apt.
ONE Kitchen Range with oil
ed to board, licensed home. EDITH with bath to let, 40 Grace St. In
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER burner for sale. Good baker, suit
i
NEW
16'
Sailboat
Hull
and
hollow
B.
SHAW.
108
Old
County
Rd.
& SKINNER. Belfast, Me. Tel. able for home or cottage. CaU
quire at either 38 or 44 Grace St.
for sale, or will trade for car- __________________________ 53*55 j
569-W4.
46-72 297-R between 9 and 5. E R. | Mast
53*lt
top dinghy. CALL 1391-J after SIX to 8-room House or Apt. want- j
52tf
BARRELS for sale. Useful for SEAVEY.
THREE-Room
furnished
Apt.
to
| 5 o’clock.
53*55 ed; central location; ref. furnished, i
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider;
let. modem conveniences. THL
ONE Underwood Sunstrand ElecPAIR
of
Horses
for
sale.
EARL
Write
"HOUSE."
%
The
Courierj
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
182-tR or call afternoons or eve
MILLAY. Liberty, Me.
53*55 Gazette.
53*55 nings. 15 GROVE ST
Stoppers. Chains, Nails, Paint,
53tf
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR 9 and 5. E R. SEAVEY
12’ ARISOCRAFT Outboard and
PORTABLE Typewriter wanted,
UPSTAIRS
four-room
Apt.
to
Mastercraft Boat Trailer for sale; in good condition, Royal pref. TEL
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
REAL ESTATE
let with flush. THL Thomaston
39 tf
,
will
take
Guns
in
trade.
SMITH'S
Camden 2850 after 5.
53* It 252-5.
In Owl’s Head
53*55
ESSO STATION. Rockland. 53-55
GOOD Home wanted for six
1. For Sale—On scenic salt water
HEATED unfurnished, five-room
male tiger kittens, to be given away. Apartment to let. THL. 402.
location, 1 six-room cottage, 1
QUALITY FUEL OILS
53-lt
seven-room Cottage, both fully fur
EGGS & CHICKS TEL. Thomaston 81-2.
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
52tf
nished and with garages, artesian
A MAN past middle age, or el
Motor Oils and Greases,
HOUSE, 5 or 7 rooms, to let. 5
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 26c derly people to board in widow's
well. Asking $15,000 for both.
Cities Service Gasoline
52*54
each, from championship stock, home in country. Home privileges. Rockland St. TEL 888-W
2. Land.
3. Salt water Rent, oil heat, 3 Maine-U S Approved, Pullorum MRS. EFFIE HOYT. RED 1,
THURSTON PETROLEUM
CARPENTER Work of any kind
bedrooms, complete except linens, clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels Warren, Me.
PRODUCTS CO.
52*54 wanted. One-car garages $500, In
6c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
$450 May 1 through October.
cluding labor and materials, $550
THURSTONS WHARF
BOAT Builders, Wood Workers, with overhead doors. New flat
51*53
4. Rockland — 2-family House, boro. Tel. 51-3.
$0 TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. IM
wanted.
Steady
work.
Defense
five rooms up and down, good lo
roofs without nails. Concrete side
ROCKLAND. ME.
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
cation. cellar dry and high-post straight-run chicks from Pullorum plant. LUDERS MARINE CON walks and driveways; 27 years' ex
1-tf
STRUCTION
COMPANY.
Stam

ed. Can be financed, $5300.
perience in building. Estimates
L
clean U. S approved stock, for ford, Conn.
52-54 cheerfully given. TEL. 921-R days,
5. For rent — Cottage, May
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath through September, Megunticook sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS. Dutch
SMALL Plywood Skiff wanted, | 8897 evenings.
51*53
Hatchery. Tel 122-23. Walfor sale. Inquire 41 ADMON'l'EM Lake, fully-equipped. 3 bedrooms, J Neck
(inborn
4-tf that can be carried by two people, I THREE-Room Unfurnished Mod
AVE. No information by phone $625
L.M.M., % The Courier-Gazette.
ern Apartment and bath to let.
145tf
6. Overlooking Rockland Harbor,
52‘54 ' Electric stove, heat.
ARTHUR
FOR SALE—Have a few usea nearly an acre of land with city LOST AND FOUND
For Elmer Ames. Carpenter. Pa- JORDAN, 99 Camden St. Tel. 1245.
White Oil and Gas Combination water. cleared and high ground,
Sltf
SUM of money found on Main St. perhanger and painter. Please call |
Stoves. Some Black Stoves, with Ol $500
Mon. through Fri. 1680, evenings j DOWNSTAIRS Apt. (5 rooms) to
Owner
may
have
same
by
contactBurners, Electric Stove, Used Der.
E. W. COFFIN.
and week-ends 1003-W.
52*54 let. Write to P. O BOX 506 . 51tf
Freeze Electric Washers, and Elec Owl's Head,
Phone 551-W2 i ing SANDRA DAGGETT. Thomasj
ton
and
paying
for
this
ad.
tric Refrigerators, that I will sel
WORKERS
on
telephone
wanted.
1
52-54
cheap. If you are looking for sonu
53‘lt four-hour shifts. TEL. 1090 . 53*lt | FOUR-Room Apt. to let; modem
bath; electric range and refrigera
SIX-ROOM House for sale, 7
used stuff, we have It at prices yov
SMALL black and white Fox
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish tor: hot water heat, thermostat
can afford to pay 1 also nave I acres land; also Upright Piano Terrier Pup lost. TEL 591-M1.
ings wanted, attic contents, etc. control; $12.50 per week Over
1,
reasonably-priced Farms that 1 LAWRENCE HUNT. R.FD
53*55 WEAVERS, 91 Main St. Thomas Carr’s Store. 536 Main St. TEL. 24.
51-53
will seU Whatever you need, set Rockland.
on. Tel. 345-2.
50-63
51tf
Kaler
HAROLD B
KALER
BABY Carriage and Stroller for
Washington, Me Tel *-2» Opei sale. MRS FRED O. RIPLEY
MAN
wanted
to
work
on
poultry
| LARGE Front Room to let, with
MISCELLANEOUS
385 days every year
49t; Tel. 509-M.
farm, year-round job; also woman or without kitchen privileges. Call
51’53
MADE to measure. Suits. Pants for housekeeper. L. B. ROKES, at 100 UNION ST , Rockland.
WE have some reasonably-prlcec
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale; and separate Coats. Makers Home Camden. Me. Tel. Camden 2261.
used cars for sale. If you do not
49*55
47tf
want to buy one, perhaps you haw also certified Seed Potatoes (A few land Tailors. GEORGE RYAN.
FOUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new
Kennebec);
nice
variety
of
flower
Thorndike Hotel.
one to sell We buy, and seU, dc
WANTED AT ONCE!
bath, hot water, second floor, pri
53T*86T*56Th
some horse trading, seU on tlm< and vegetable seedlings CURRY
Any kind of Hardwood in bolts vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults
&
BOWLEY,
Old
County
Rd
payments, in fact we do anythlni
LAWN Mowers—Come and see from 48" to 69". must be sound. 7" only. $40. P O. BOX 505 .
46tf
50tf
to please HAROLD B KALER
us about the type of power and or larger, premium prices paid.
SMALL Furnished Apartments to
Washington, Me Tel 5-25 Nations
“FOR SALE”
. hand mowers that are the most ! Call or write ATLANTIC MANU
Shawmut Bant of Rnatm wtnanct
The Mrs. Levi Berry House, lo economical to operate and service. FACTURING CO. 54 Park St., let. Apply in person. 11 JAMES
ST.
ltf
cated 29 Gay St , Rockland, has We can also save you money on the Rockland. Tel 893
44tf
6 rooms with bath, furnace heat. purchasing of a Garden Tractor.
HEATED and unheated furnished
Tax 1950 was $57.00, 3'4 tons coal EMIL RIVERS, INC.. 342 fterk St., ALTERATIONS and Repair Work Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
heats the house. The price is $5500. 1 Rockland
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
* 47tf . Union St.. Grove St. entrance. Tel Park St
No. less. This will make some one
RENT our Foot Sanding Ma
1680.
EVA
AMES.
52*57
a nice comfortable home.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa chines Do the job yourself. We
Thanks for reading.
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces, pers. books, magazines, corrugat WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
ANY TTPE TRUCK REPAIRS
163 Main St.,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
JOtf
RADIATOR CLEANINO AND
147tf
Tel. 730.
Rocklandjvle.
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and AVE., City.
REPAIRS
FIVE-ROOM
unfurnished
Apt
,
46tf
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
TOP prices paid for all kinds of
ANT TTPE OF WELDING
gladly submitted. No obligation. junk, Iron, steel, metals, batteriee to let, cold water furnished; adults
DOUBLE Tenement House at 5i
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS and rags. MORRIS GORDON & only. Apply BICKNELL'S HDWRE.
Gleason St. Thomaston, far auls;
46tf
12tf
TRIES (Successors to John Mee SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
ab ut an acre of land and amal)
SANDING Machine and polisher
han & Son). Clark Island, Me.
barn
If you
need a bot^o
ANTIQUES, Glaaa. China, Furni778 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant'i ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
this Is a fine Investment. Contact
TEL. M2-W
H 3. KALKR, Washington
Tel
Harbor 56-13.
1-tl CARL E FREEMAN, Olen Oove. Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT

INLAID LINOLEUM

“CLAYT” BITLER

Meredith Furn. Co.

GOODYEAR TIRES

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

1-M

• -X

Tltl

Rockland 108.

ltf OO., 440 Main St

the part it plays in all organiza
tions. This is really one of the
fundamentals of our American way
of Me and plays a large part in
helping the stdent after he gradu
ates.
Our aim is to have in the future
a bend of at least 75 students. This
is not setting the goal too high as
with a long range program and
the enrollment at Rockland High
School, it should be possible to do
this. It is also planned to have
an orchestra both for dance and
classical music. With the time al
lotted now to this activity, it is
rather difficult, but sometime in
the future, it is hoped that more
time may be used for this musical
program.
This organization should be con
sidered as important as the othei
school activities and by its progress
it will soon attain that imporance

AT KNOX THEATRE TODAY, FRIDAY. SATURDAY

IT'S TRUE!

"INSIDE
STRAIGHT

A Business School
Rockland School Of Com
merce Will Open Sept.
10—A Word Of Mr.
Adams

By Wiley Padan

BKi AH

ROSE TO FILM STARDOM THE HARD WAY. HE
STARTED OUT AS A TICKET-TAKER AT NEW YORK'S
FAMOUS ROXY THEATRE!

rftiene,

Ini IL

CAUGHT THE "ACTING BUG" AT THE AGE OF
FIFTEEN SHE APPEARED ON A WEEKLY RADIO
PROGRAM IN A CHILDREN'S ADVENTURE SERIAL.

SULLIVAN

PLAYED ONE*OF HIS FIRST FILM ROLES IN A

HARD RIDING WESTERN. HE HAD NEVER
STRADDLED A HORSE BEFORE AND THE ONLY GUN
HE HAD EVER FIRED WAS A TOY WATER PISTOL!
•PES.U 1 PAT OFF

"INSIDE STRAIGHT'

WASHINGTON

Roy E. Adams

The Rockland School of Com
merce will open Sept. 10 with quar
ters on the second floor, at 245
Main street in the Stanley Build
ing. Roy E. Adams will be the own
er and director of the school which
will give the usual courses in busi
ness training.
This is the same school, equip
ment. ownership and staff that has
operated successfully in Gardiner
as The Kennebec School of Com
merce which has supplied gradu
ates to business, State departments
and the Veterans Administration.
Mr. Adams, a native of Springfield, Mass., has had 25 years su
pervisory experience in the public
schools and in his own school of
Commerce. Prior to that he was
with the John C. Winston Co.,' ed
iting school books and was for a
decade owner and manager of the
Eagle Printing co., of Gardiner
Mr
Adams attended Temple
University and has a Doctor ol
Philosophy degree from University
of Pennsylvania. He is the author
of several text books on arithmetic
He Is a church organist of many
years experience, of late for the
Universalist Church.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Harold Smith. Jr., has come home
from California and is at his par
ents’ Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith.
The Women's Society of the
Methodist Church are having a
public supper art. Red Schoolhouse
from 5.30 to 7 Saturday night, May 5.
Mrs. Florence Mank and Mrs.
Maude Mank were guests Friday of
Mrs. Isa Teague in Warren.
Master Sherwood Reynolds of
Thomaston was a week-end guest of
his grandfather. Cleveland Walter.
Nelson Shuman and Maude Mank
were callers Monday evening of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Mank.
Callers one day last week of Ra
chel Orff were Mrs. Mary Gibson,
Mrs. Victor Burnheim and Mr and
Mrs Leland Orff and daughter Elsa.
Rev. Alice Hart of Togus was a
dinner guest recently of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Mank.
Mrs. Victor Ghighi is visiting in
New York and Baltimore.
Mrs Glenys Burnheim has re
turned from St. Petersburg. Fla.
Mr. and Mrs Lexton Mank were
callers Sunday afternoon of Mrs. Isa
Teague in Warren.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lavander Newbert were Mr
and Mrs Wendell Genthner and
son Eddie, Mrs. Joseph Jameson and
MTs. Hilda Miller. Mrs. Ernest Burns
of Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Robinson and son Edmund, and Miss
Ella Logan of Portland
John Quinn of Newton, Mass., is
spending a week with Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Avanpaggio.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mank, Mr.
and Mrs Victor Ghighi. Mr and
Mrs. Archie Benner. Mr and Mrs.
Frank Avanpaggio attended the sur
prise birthday party for Arthur Baoon last Thursday night.

Nineteen games were played in
the Stanley Cup hockey playoffs
of 1950. Six of these games were
2tf; decided in overtime sessions.

House guests of Mr. and Mrs Clif
ton Lowden over the week-end were
Morton C. Patten of Hampden
Highlands, and Miss Evelyn Low
den of Bath. Dinner guests were
Rev. and Mrs. John T Holman and
son John of Port Clyde.
Mr. an Mrs. Edward Ludwig and
daughter Valerie have been guests of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Turner of South Liberty, w’hile
their house was moved from Boyn
ton's Hill to the old hotel lot near
Fred Ludwig’s.
Mrs. Dorothy Ranta of South
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Danforth of Union, accompanied by
Mrs. Glendon Creamer and Mrs.
Edward Jones were supper guests of
Mr and Mrs. Horace Roderigue at
their new home in Augusta.
Mrs Addie Storer. who has spent
the Winter months at Augusta with
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Osborn Weaver, returned
home last week for the Summer.
Jack Taylor, who was recently
injured in an auto accident, is much
improved but still unable to work.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. Jones
and infant son Bryan were Sunday
callers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Orne, her parents, in Cush
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Wilson and
children of North Whitefield were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. El
mer Creamer. Other' guests that
day were Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Leach >
of Union, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Grif- I
fin and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Griffin j
and Patricia Cooley.
Miss Mary Humes of Augusta was
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Humes, over the week
end.
Mrs. Henry Sainio (Dorothy Rip- j
ley) arrived at Alabama last week 1
to be near her husband, who is sta
tioned at Camp Rucker.
Charles Cargill spent Sunday with j
friends in South Hope.
Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton P. Louden of
Washington, Me., announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Evelyn
L. Lowden, to Morton C. Patten, son
of Mrs. Clarence A. Patten, Hamp

den Highlands, Me.
Miss Lowden is a graduate of Er
skine Academy, class of '41, formerly
employed by the Canteen Food Serv- 4>
ice, Chicago, Ill.: Bell Aircraft, Ni
agara
Falls; General
Electric,
Syracuse, N. Y.. currently employed
at the materiel office of the Bath
Iron Works Corp.
Mr. Patten is a graduate of Hamp
ton Academy, class of '41, Univer
sity of Maine, B. S. Engineering
Physics; University of Michigan
M.S.E. in Naval Architecture. He
served two years in the United
States Army and is presently em- y
ployed in the Bath Iron Works
Corp.
An August wedding is
planned.

MARTINSVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Hupper
of Flushing. L.I., New York, for
merly of Melrose. Mass, announce
the arrival of their first child, a
daughter, Eetsey Jean, on April 20.
Mrs. Hupper is the former Eliza
beth Warner of Fitchburg. Sharing
honors are Mr. and Mrs. Guy D.
Hupper of Melrose, Mass., and
Martinsville. Maine.

JACKETS
Fast color Jackets for

every use and occasion.

Wind proof

proof

and shower

in a large assort

ment of colors and sizes.

$3.95 to $10.95
EVERY MAN SHOULD
HAVE AT LEAST ONE

OF THESE

KILROYS
;------j.

ARHY-NAVY STORE

FLATLUX

The Wall Paint MADE WITH Oil

OWE GALLON PAINTS
THE AVERAGE ROOM $3.98
IN ONE COAT • IN ONE DAY

bib oai.

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
MAIN STREET,
TELEPHONE 20
THOMASTON, MAINE

ROUND AND ROUND THEY GO...
Millions of revolutions throw wheels off balance,

out of line.

Tire wear, steering shimmy, result.

Let our wheel experts check balance and alignment
. . . put it right today!

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
28 PARK ST.,

TEL. 700,

ROCKLAND. ME.
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KNOX
Band Jamboree Outstanding Success

RHS Sports Schedule

Beil

Shops studied Rockport and Camden Practice Game

Track, Golf and Softball Are New Store Made Classroom
Prominent In Spring
For Rockland Commercial
Sports Listing
Department Students
The following revised schedule ol
Rockland High athletics was re
leased today by athletic depart
ment head Lawrence Plummer.
Softball, golf and track are on
the schedule this year with sever
al track meets, golf matches and
softball games scheduled.
The new arrangement follows:
May 3 — Baseball — Boothbay
home: Softball—Boothbay, home
May 4—Track— — Brunswick,
away.
May 5—Baseball—Morse, home.
May 7—Baseball — Waldoboro
(away); Softball — Wgldoboro.
there).

*

Kockport's bandsmen were first in line in the afternoon parade which preceded the jamboree at Com
munity Building in the evening. The colorful uniform, of the four musical groups and their stirring music
livened up the business section for the better part of a half houi.

Student Musicians Of St. George, Rockport,
Rockland and Thomaston Gave Excellent
Performance Before a Capacity House
__________

The combined concert of the
High School bands of Thomaston.
St. George. Rockland and Rockport
at Community Building Tuesday
evening, was an outstanding suc
cess, both from a musical stand
point and that of attendance.
The big auditorium, which will
hold 1200 people, was packed, with
every seat taken and many stand
ing as the band jamboree got un
derway.
Prom the moment that Director
Vere B Crockett took the St.
George Hi^h School band into the
strains of ’•Yankee March'' until
guest conductor Warren Freeman
closed the concert with the compo
site band the audience applauded
with increasing enthusiasm.
It has been years since a
musical presentation was received
with such enthusiasm by a Knox
County audience. It has been
years, and perhaps never tetore,
since the degree of excellence in
band music has been attained in
this section.
Guest Conductor Warren,, Free
man, dean of music at Boston Uni-

versity, praised the student musicians highly as he took the stage
to direct the last two numbers of
the program He commented, too.
on the size and response of the audience. saying that he wished he
could draw such an attendance for
a school concert in Boston.
Freeman spoke highly of Direc
tor Crckett's work with the four
school bands and urged that the
musical program in the schools be
continued on the same high level
which is now apparent.
Each of the four bands present
ed three numbers with St. George
opening the program, followed in
turn by Thomaston, Rockland and
Rockport.
The compcsite band of 45 pieces
was made up of musicians from all
four bands. While no band stood
out above another in the four series
of selections by the individual
groups, the composite group proved
to be tops. The abilities of the
students in the cmposite band be
came even more apparent as
Crockett turned them over to Dean
Freeman. Even with a strange

leader, they followed perfectly to
play what was perhaps their best
work of the evening.
The military type uniforms in the
' colors of the various schools made
1 a tremendous hit with the audi
ence. Even when the four uniforms
j were mixed in the composite band,
J the result was pleasing.
■ rp^e bands touched off the afiair
a parade through the Main
street at 1.30 p. m. Tuesday as a
: publicity stunt, which, from all appCaranceK paid off.

Moran State Champ
j
i

Rockland Senior First In the
Speaking Contest At U.
Of M. Held Saturday
On Saturday four students from
Rockland High School journeyed
to Orono, accmpanied by Principal
Boothby and. Coach Hobbs to take
part in the University of Maine
Annual Speech Contest.
Carol Kent and Nancy Stone
gave a creditable performance in
the radio and poetry fields. Don
Taylor made the finals in the origi
nal oration section while Jean
Moran won the State champion
ship in the serious division.
Last week Jean won second place
and $35 in the Spear Prize Speak
ing Contest in Augusta.

Read The Courier-Gazette

Mr. Levitt's retailing class oi
he Commercial Department at
tended the ouening of the Bell
Shops last week as a part of thei;
class work.
The latest types of displays ana
merchandising methods were evi
dent In the new store and afford
ed the class an excellent oppor
tunity for study.
Those attending were: Judith
Dugan, Mona Dow. Jean Cuthbert
son, Christine Cavarson. Davia
LeGage, Doris Ingerson, Patricia
Munro, Jean Moran, Betty Libby
Mildred Sherman, Beulah Powell
May 8—Golf—Morse and Bruns
wick. (at Bath); Baseball—Camden Edward Newhall, Peter Surek
Virginia Young and Louise Skin
(home).
ner.
May 9—Knax County track meet
here. Rockland, Thomaston, Cam
Camden—The Speech Club met
den competing.
on Friday, with President Ken
May 10—Baseball — Thomaston, Hardy presiding. The speaker was
(home); Softball, (away).
Alfred Darrow '53 who spoke on
May 11—Baseball — Vinalha: en 'The Evolution of Man.'' Alfred haa
(away); Softball — Vinlahaven an interesting set of slides to ill
(away).
ustrate his discussions.
May 12—Golf—Cony (home).
Camden—Principal! Carlton
P.
May 14—Baseball — Camden
Wood attended the Maine Princi
(away).
May 15—Golf—Waterville (away) pals’ conference held in Hallowell
May 16—Golf—U of M Fresh last Friday.
men, (away).
May
17—Baseball — Lincoln
(home); Softball—Lincoln (away)
May 18 — Golf — Brunswick
(home).
Grade One—Miss Tillock
May 19 — Baseball — Morse
Mrs. Sanborn played a few records
(away); Track—Bates Relays.
from the new album this week.
May 21 — Baseball — Boothbay We are very happy to have them
(away); Softball — Boothbay, and are sure they will give us
(home).
many pleasant listening hours in
May 22—Golf—Mouse, (home); music.
Track—U of M Freshmen (away)
Grade One—Mrs. Parsons
May 23—Baseball — Vinalhaven
Patty Haskell and Barbara Wat(home); Softball — Vinalhaven.
ling brought lovely jonquils for
(home).
our room.
May 24 — Baseball—Waldoboro,
Charles Oliver has brought rec
i home); Softball — Waldoboro,
ords for us to enjoy.
(away).
Jeanne Foley is absent because
May 26—Golf—Cony (away).
of infection in her eyes.
■
May 88>—Baseball — Thomaston
Grade
Two
—
Miss
Russell
(away); Softball — Thomaston
Dianne Phillips brought a pheas
(home,.
May Vd—Golf—Deering (away); ant’s wing to show the class.
Eleanor Ludwick has returned to
Track — Knox-Lincoln Meet a:
Camden.
Bowdoin.
The birthdays for May are
June 1—Baseball play-off Rock
land vs runner-up ip Telegram those of Robert Fields, Charles
Salminen. Robert Ofcer. and Pamela
League.
June 2—Track State Sdeet, at Wa Johnson.
terville.
Grade Two—Mrs. McLellan
June 8—Golf—Deering (home'.
Our most recent visitors have
been Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lord,
Mrs Emilio Hary. and Mrs. John
Smith.
Rockland Seniors Select the Four film strips were recently
JoAnn Sullivan. Margaret
Commencement Commit shown.
Boothby, Deborah Hary, and Gloria
tee Heads and Advisors
Cavanaugh have served as narra
The Class of '51 at Rockland High tors.
Robert Lord, accompanied by his
School has chosen Larry’ Bell as
class marshal. Tallest man in the mother entertained us with a pro
class, Larry is bound to stand out gram of vocal, piano, and drum
at the head of the graduates as he solos.
leads them in commencement week
Grade Three—Miss Kimball
exercises.
1
Mrs. Hill’s Fourth Grade recently
Beulah Powell and Jack Stevens presented a safety play for us.
are to toe 00-chairmen of the com
IRosie Johnson won a prize for
mencement ball. Agnes Bald and the most attractive "Days We Like”
Edward Mosher will share the re scrapbook. Miss Buttomer was the
sponsibilities of the chairmanship Judge.
of baccalaureate.
Committees of two often arrange
Superintendent of Schools J. a musical program with class mem
Weldon Russell has been chosen bers taking part. The first was di
by the class to present the diplomas rected by Mary Carr and Gertrude
at graduation.
Vasso.
The Flag of Victory march will be
Grade Three—Miss Gordon
used for the graduation march.
We are trying experiments with
A recent class meeting of the beans. Billy Oliver planted one
Seniors, with President Carol in a glass jar of small rocks. Es
Huntley presiding, brought the mond Kaler planted one in soil.
above decisions. Additional com
Billy Oliver has brought some
mittees will soon be named in a frog’s eggs to class.
second meeting.
We have a new pupil this week.
Advisors to the class are Mrs. Glenn Weise of Ingraham's Hill.
Coughlin, Mrs Viik and Mrs. Libby.
Joyce F.agg has returned to school

ilks-.u —-a.*, , '

after several weeks of illness.
Judith Merchant. Mary Lou
Robbins, Brenda McKinney, and
David Morey gave a little health
play this week entitled. "Be Wise
With Your Eyes.” We are work
ing on the seven health points.

with Kaiser-Trazer’s^

the fashion carz^ of the year

With economy of up to 30 to 35
miles per gallon, the Henry J can
save as much as 300 gallons of gas
every 10,000 miles!

Save 910 to 9 60 in fees
The Henry J can even save on
taxes, interest charges, insurance
costs and license fees!

Save 9104 to9538 cask
You’d have to nav that much more for
other competitive full-size two-door
passenger cars in the low-price field!
Delivered at Willow Run,

ith federal icxcs paid. Only white sidewall tires, de luxe bun.- zr
guards, and local tax (if any) additional.
Price subject tc change without notice.

Children’s, Red or Blue

$2.65

Misses', Red or Blue ......... 2.79
Youths’, Black, Brown or
Blue ....................... 2.79 to 2.89

Women’s High Sneakers
Boys’, Black. Blue or Brown

3.10

Men’s. Black or Blue ......
Men’s Brown ..........................

3.29
2.98

$4.50

I CHICK*tAA2C2 SZttS GTCID RAUCH. UILLQ1 tUH. BlCJUOB

DREWETfS GARAGE, Route 1, Warren, Maine

NEW SHELVADORS® fer ’51!
OAC-V1

3.29

MEN’S SPORT SNEAKERS

With a good trade-in, your Henry J
payments can be as low as $49 a month!

Md CROSLEY present the

Women's Blue, Three Tans,
White
....................... -..... 2.79
Blue with Heels .................... 2.60

The Henry J has fewer, less
expensive parts. Everything is
easier to get at. Repair bills
are few...and far between!

As low as949 a month!

■ ■ -i-

budget
terms

Grade Five—Miss Buttomer

We are glad to welcome Darlene
Weiss who has transferred from
Owl’s Head.
Nancy Liuzza has joined our
group.
Nancy Metcalf and Barbara
Snowdeal brought some polliwogs.
Steven Duncan displayed a gun
over a hundred years old.
Grade Six—Mr. DuPlissi

Sandra Torpacka joined our class
three weeks ago.
New officers of the "6-13” Club
are: President, Lynne Duncan vice
president,
Sandra
Torpacka;
treasurer, Suzanne Barstow; sec
retary, Marie Smalley; and Eunice
Barter, chairman of the entertain
ment committee.
Grade Six—Miss Bowen

Vincent Carr has displayed two
horse pictures which he drew and
his aunt painted.
Maps of the Summer sky have
been drawn and painted by Carol
and Charles Fairweather, Sylvia
Sulides, Joseph Anastasio, and
Robert Sayward.
(Continued on Page Ten)

Notes All Schools
Camden—David Brown '51
is
student guest of the Rotary Club
at their noon-dav meetings during
the month of May.

BOYS’ SNEAKERS

$1.76 to $2.36

1851 SMvsdor BaMprtean i

Close-Out Lots of

Mm

Close-Out

ii—itip k 2 k N ■

CHILDREN’S CANVAS SHOES
Sizes 13 to 254
99c

Enos E. Ingraham
House-Sherman, Inc.

Company
PASCAL AVENUE
ROCKPORT, MAINE
52-54

Camden—Camdm

opened

thc

1951 baseball season with a 9-8
victory over Thomaston. A five-run
ninth inning
explosion did
the
trick. Al Bennett pitched a good
game.

Camden—Navy Chief Petty Offi
cer Flambures. and Technical Ser
geant Arnold J. McKeen, of Air
j Force Recruiting, were at the high
I school Monday and met wi'.h the
boys and girls of the Senior Class

rrtk

“Cant-Free”
Automatic Defrosting!
Tbm'i utlung «tM Itto k-

M2 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL, 721
5-Th*S-tf

iv VffS

i

We are glad to welcome Rose Ann
Small as a new member of our
class.
Janet Rackliff is drawing a large
picture of a Swiss mountain scene
for our bulletin board.

j

Inc.

Save 910 to 920 on tires

See your Kaiser*Frazer Dealer today!

- '*

Grade Four—Miss Susie C. Seeper

House-Sherman,

SNEAKERS

Save 910 to 950 on maintenance

Tires for the Henry J cost less, and
the whole car has been engineered to
give you up to 20% more tire mileage!

lu—. , m-.. . •

Grade Four—Mrs. Hill

People who have earned science
points by bringing in experiments
are: Sandra Sylvester. Verna Stud
ley. Priscilla Smith. David Craig.
Judy Harriman, Merlene Nason.
Ernest Watling, Barbara Philbrook.
Sylvia Colpritt, Janice Phillips,
Clarence Widdecomb. Sandra Mi
not. Victor Danielle, Bettie Mank.
Lizzie Sulides, and Woodbury Post.
Woodbury Post brought in dog
tooth violets this week.

BALL BRAND
Save 945 to 998 on gas

.

NOTES FROM SOUTH SCHOOL TRACK SEASON OPENS FRIDAY

Bell ’51 Marshall

aveu

'.,*♦ ! .1

Rockport and Camden pastimers don’t seem to be getting enough baseball in regular games for they run
in a practice game now and then. Camden’s Chubby Ryder waits for a pitch which a split second before
Rockport's Dave Gray had picked off for a long, curving drive which went foul. Dave broke the bat, Inci
dentally, and was in the doghouse with his teammates for it was the best stick in their collection, they said.
Ihe game was on Rockport’s grounds Tuesday affternoon. Coaches Dool Dailey of Camden and Fred Suther
land of Rockport were working hiyder than their charges as they took the opportunity to coach freely and
get right on the field with the players, a thing which just can't be done in a regular game.

SERVICE
OIL BURNERS
RANGE BURNERS
POWER BURNERS

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
33-tf i

Timmy Barton cleared the high jump bar with inches to spare as
he practiced this week for tne meet at Brunswick Friday. He has been
clearing in the five foot, six inch height and is out to clear greater
heights as the season progresses.

The Rockland track
squad,
coached by Larry Plummer, opens
the season tomorrow at Brunswick.
Plummer expects to take a squad
of 20 or more runners and field
men into the college town ta
meet whatever they have to offer.
At the moment, there are severa!
men on the squad who look gcod.
Timmy Barton is climbing over
five loot six in the high jump
while Justin Cross and Dave Ramsdell show much promise of being
point winners in the dashes.
Ronnie Marsh has shaded 60 sec
onds in the quarter mile while Bil
ly Pease is coming fast In the half
mile and Francis Cassidy in the
mile run.
The weight department has Lar
ry Eell and Ronnie Kenniston who
are both bettering 100 in the discus

and sneaking toward 40 in the shot
put. Kenniston has also developed
well in the javelin. Perry Hooper
is coming strong in the weight de
partment too.
The relay team will be made up
of Cross, Ramsdell, Marsh and
Pease.
The county meet with Rockland,
Thomaston and Camden competing
will be held at the Ash Point Air
port May 9 On the 19th, the team
will compete in the Bates Relays
and on the 22d will take on the
University of Maine Freshmen at
Orono in a three cornered meet
with a third team yet to be cho
sen. The annual Knox-Lincoln
meet will be held on Bowdoin’s
field on the 29th and the state meet
for all high schools at Colby on
June 2.

team ready for the matches sched
uled between now and the close
of school.
First Match Of Season Was Emry Howard, Jr., defeated E
With Waterville May 1 Coutens 7-6 while Fred Korpinen
led D Pinette 2-1. Danny Flana
With Rockland Tops
gan was winner over George Simp
Rockland High golfers enter son 9-7. Dave Bird dropped his
tained the Waterville High follow match to Paul Williams, one up.
ers of the Scottish game at the
Rockland Country Club Tuesday
Camden—The high school is on
This match was the opener of the a one-session schedule on days
season and showed a well talancea when baseball games are played.

RHS Golfers Out

SLIP COVERS
“DO WONDERS FOR YOUR HOME”
Choose from our distinctive

assortment of floral slip covers
—available in many colors.
We have covers to fit your
davenport,
studio
couches,
separate chairs and can order
any special cover that you de
sire.

Priced from $3.95 up

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1154

’’’ftjjfW

Tuesflay-Tfiursflay-SafiJFttey
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MRS. SMITH’S QUESTIONAIRE

Takes to the Deep Sea Again
"WTilO

Our Maine Senator Asks Fourteen Questions
Very Vital At Present Time
Overshadowing all other developin the Capitol, and the na
tion for that part, during the past
month was the dismissal of Gen.
MacArthur by President Truman
■ and the tremendous receptions held
| in Washington. New York, San
Francisco and other places for the
u.. _ ■
%■
j return of Gen. MacArthur.
If
' President Truman and General
I MacArthur vere pitted against
each other today in a popularity
contest. General MacArthuT would
win overwhelmingly if parade
crowds and letters and telegrams
constituted the ballots cast.
But even at that Gen. MacArthur
fiw:
in the mail that I have been re
ceiving runs a poor second to ra
dio commentator Fulton Lewis, Jr.
At this writing, I have received
more than 3000 letters on the Ful
The A. C. Mrl.oon. Capt. Sid Sprague, underway alter being lengthened 11’- feet by Lash Brothers ton Lewis questionnaire poll as
of Friendship. Capt. Sprague figures that the lengthening has increased the speed of the lobster smack compared to 400 letters on the
by three-quarters of a knot at top speed
She is now enroite to Nova Scotia ports on her first trip.
MacArthur - Truman controversy
It will take the Senate post office
and daughters. Roberta and Lo Farmer of Washington and Mrs. several days to catch up to get
SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Gertrude Mor.khouse has retta, of Plantsville. Conn., are Grace Lymburner of North Brooks your mail to me—and it will con
returned from Portland, where she guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mer ville, called on Mr. and Mrs. sequently take me some time in an
rifield.
Charles Taylor Sunday.
swering your letters.
passed the Winter.
Miss
Jacqueline
Reynolds
served
Mrs. Esther McFarland and son
Whether MacArthur is right or
Mrs Hazel Hart, Mrs. Gertrude
Meservey. Mrs. Gladys Mills, and as a registrar at the meeting of the. of Camden and Mrs. Charlotte Frost Truman is right will actually not
Mrs Edith Willis (Grey Ladies• Future Home Makers at U of M . and four children of Lincoln, visit be decided here in the United
' Saturday.
ed their parents, Mr. and Mrs. States by the American people. In
were at Togus. Priday.
Marcellus Taylor and Mrs. Hattie Ralph Robbins, Sunday.
stead it will be decided on the bat
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Woodbury

i ments

tlefields of Korea and perhaps
other battlefields of the world by
the military forces engaged in
mortal combat. For if our forces
should completely defeat the Red
Communist forces in Korea and
should we have pushed Russia Lack
considerably in the worldwide
struggle without having gotten into
a declared third world war by elec
tion time next year, then there will
be a great tendency of the Ameri
can people to conclude that Tru
man was right and MacArthur
wrong.
If it is the other way or if our
world position has not improved
from what it is today, then there
will be a great tendency for the
American people to conclude that
General MacArthur’s judgment
and recommended course of action
has been vindicated, and that he
is right.
With this toeing the vital over
powering issue facing our people,
the most direct and satisfactory
way of each of us expressing our
reaction into real action would be
the chance to vote for either Gen.
MacArthur or for Mr. Truman
That is why I don't believe that
Gen MacArthur can be written out
f the 1952 presidential race at this
time.

Towering 25 stories into the sky, this specially
developed catalytic cracker—which converts crude
oils into high-grade petroleum products—is the
'‘heart” of the new, completely modem, com
pletely integrated C ALSO refinery at Barber, N. J.

World’s newest,
i.n

most modern refinery
II'

brings you the
•

♦

J

In this report to you, I am go
ing to submit 14 questions to you
on important aspects of the isstje
facing us. Your answers not only
will be helpful to me in getting
an indication of the will of the
people of Maine, but they will give
me an idea of just how many of
you read my monthly report. Here
are the questions. Please answer
just '‘yes” or ‘‘no to all questions,
but the last four and send to me on
a postcard.
1.—Do you believe that our Air
Force should be permitted to bomb
enemy military installations in
Manchuria?
2. —Do you believe that the Chi
nese Nationalist troops of Chiang
Kai Shek should be used on our
side in the fighting in Korea?
3. —Do you believe that we should
maintain an Air and Sea blockade
of the coast of China?
4. —Do you believe that we should
bomb the ports and coastal cities
on the coast of China?
5. —Do you believe that we should
land American troops on the coast
of China in an invasion of China?
6—Do you believe that we should
help land the Chinese Nationalist
troops on the coast of China ty
providing the ships to carry them
to the shores, by providing an air
umbrella for such landings, by
maintaining lines of communica
tions for such an invasion?
7. —Do you believe that we could
give such help to the Chinese Na
tionalists on an invasion of the
coast of China without some of our
forces actually going ashore in
such an invasion, without some of
our ships being sunk, without some
of our boys being shot, without
some of our planes being shot
down?
8. —Do you believe that we could
give such military assistance to
such a landing invasion without
getting into all-out war with Red
China?
9. —Do you believe that we could
give such military assistance to
such a landing invasion without
getting into an all-out war with
Red Russia?
10. —Do you believe that we nowhave the military power together
with our allies, to wage war in Eu
rope and Asia at the same time?
11. —What is the more important
to our security, the defense of
Europe or the defenkse of Asia?
12.—Do you think that the Sec
retary of State should be elected by
the people instead of appointed by
the President?
13. —Who would you prefer to be
the 1952 Republican nominee for
President of the United States,
General MacArthur, General Eis
enhower or Senator Taft?
14. —What team of two would

you prefer to be on the 1952 Re second place in the speaking con
publican ticket for President and test.
Grade Seven—Mr. Lush
Vice President?
The following members of our
class are on the baseball team:
Joseph Duncan, David Plourde, Al
(Continued from Page Nine)
fred Johnson, Richard Sayward,
A chart showing decimal equiva Richard Smith, George Phillips.
lents of common fractions has been George Achom, and Richard Whit
prepared by Mary Sullivan, Donna man.
Mr. Adams is organizing a base
Rogers, and Catherine Mailard.
A dramatization of the story ball team composed of boys from
"Rhyming Ink ' was presented by the Sixth. Seventh and Eighth
the following: Jennie Sukeforth. Grades.
The Seventh and Eighth Grades
Vincent Carr, Roland Achorn.
Judith Childs. Verda Duncan, Bev at the Rockland High School are
erly Blake. ZeWie Burns, and Doro having a social May 4.
The news this week was written
thy Lewis.
by Richard Connell’ and Alvin
Grade Seven—Mr. Adams
Mary Grispi of our room took Naum.

South School

NATION-WIDE
FLINT’S MARKET
ROCKLAND MAINE

276 MAIN STREET,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

HAMBURG, Lean.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . tb. .73

SHOULDERS, Lean.. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib. .39

SIM’S LOBSTERS
COOKED OR ALIVE AT

NEW LOW PRICE
WHILE THEY LAST:

FLO-SWEET PANCAKE SYRUP

.10

PRODUCE

CUCUMBERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ea. .10
CELERY, cello .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 23

JORDAN & GRANT COFFEE lb. .77
SUGAR
5 lbs. .48; 10 lbs. .94
SCOn TISSUE.. .. .. .. .. 2 rolls for .25
CIGARETTES
ctn. 1.99; pkg. .20
ALUMINUM WRAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . roll 29
LAST WEEK’S WINNERS OF GROCERY ORDERS:
018125 AND 004387

NATION-WIDE
NOf FOOD STORES IHOfi

-

SHOW
B EGoodrich TUBELESS TIRES

TESTS BY

NEW

/PROTECT AGAINST BLOWOUTS
ySLAL PUNCTURES, TOO

more

Here's evidence! Tests by the American
Automobile Association prove that the BFG
f I—

Tubeless Tire not only seals punctures — it

protects against blowouts, too! No other tire
can offer such proof of performance.

New safety combination! The double
protection you get—now certified by AAA—

has been the actual experience of thousands
of BFG Tubeless Tire users. They report —
"no flats”; "no blowouts.”

Cost of BFG Tubeless Tires is actually
■

Ask us about the puncture and
blowout protection certified by
AAA tests.

less than the cost of regular tires with safety
tubes. And they’ll fit your present wheels.

Don't postpone getting BFG Tubeless Tires for your car.

Drive in today for complete information on trade-in allowance,
budget terms and availability of your tire size.
NEW CALSO is not jus* another gasoline. It’s modern science’s

answer to a motor fuel that is superior on every count. So

COMPTON'S

expect more — get more — with fhe NEW CALSO. More ease of

starting. More speedy pick-up. More steady power. More care
free mileage. Stop in today at any CALSO station — wherever

282 Main St.

you see the familiar big red sign—for a tankful of the NEW
CALSO. Enjoy fop performance from your car — old or new.

Discover why CALSO is the New Big Name in gasoline.

Distributed by

Fill BOOKLET,

Rockland, Me.

Goodpicli

"CAR CARE duong Ihe Emergency "Ask
br your copy of your CAISO <

OIL COMPANY,

Tel. 1135

BF.Goodrich

ROCKLAND, MAINE
r*wr
-CALSO* «■<___ b»kMa«

RST

